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Monday, March 4, 2013 @ 10:00 A.M. 
 

AGENDA 
 

       ITEM              ACTION 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER – 10:00 A.M. 
 
2. ROLL CALL 

 
3. APPROVE AGENDA             APPROVE 

 
4. APPROVE MINUTES             APPROVE 

- December 3, 2012 
 
5. AGENDA ITEMS 

            
A. MARTIN COUNTY TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED      APPROVE 

(TD) PROGRAM COMPLAINT AND GRIEVANCE  
PROCEDURES     

 
B. LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE          APPROVE 

TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED (LCB-TD) BYLAWS 
 

C. COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC)                  APPROVE 
   QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REPORT 
 

D. VETERANS TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNITY       INFORMATION 
LIVING INITIATIVE UPDATE 

 
E. FY 12/13 JARC/NF FUNDS FOR THE PSL UZA            APPROVE 

 
F. COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC)      APPROVE 

SELECTION COMMITTEE 
 

G. COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC)       INFORMATION    
EVALUATION 
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interpreter should contact the Martin County Administrator’s office at 772-288-5420 or 772-288-5940 (TDD).  An agenda of items to be considered will 
be available to the public in the Administrator’s Office, 2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida.  Items not included on the agenda may also be heard 
in consideration of the best interests of the public health, safety, welfare, and as necessary to protect every person’s right of access.     
 
For complaints, questions or concerns about civil rights or nondiscrimination please contact: Bonnie Landry, Senior Planner/Title VI Contact at 772-223-
7983; or for special requests under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) contact Bob Steiner at 772-221-1396.  Hearing impaired individuals are 
requested to telephone the Florida Relay System at #711. 

H. ELECTION OF VICE CHAIR       APPROVE 
               

6. COMMENTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS 
 

7. COMMENTS FROM FDOT 
 
8. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 

 
9. NOTES 

 
10. NEXT MEETING – June 3, 2013 (4th Floor Workshop, Administration Bldg.) 

 
11. ADJOURN 
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 

DISADVANTAGED 
Martin County Administration Building 

4th Floor Workshop Room 
2401 SE Monterey Road 

Stuart, FL 34996 
(772) 221-1498 

 
Monday, December 3, 2012 @ 10:00 A.M. 

MINUTES 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER –Eula Clarke, LCB chair, called the meeting to order at 10:04 A.M. 
 
2. ROLL CALL 

Eula Clarke, Chair 
Werner Bols, Vice Chair 
Suzanne Desposati 
Cindy Barnes 
Krista McGovern 
Dalia Dillon  
Phyl Weaver 
Angela Van Etten 
Jayne Pietrowski 
Anthony Reese 
Darlene Haney 
 
EXCUSED 
None 
 
ABSENT 
Donna Mihok 
 
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE 
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator 
Bonnie Landry, Senior Planner 
Lukas Lambert, Associate Transit Planner  
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Assistant II 
 
OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE 
Lisa Sanders, Medical Transportation Management (MTM) 
Diane Moore, Martin County 
John Haddox, County Commissioner 
John Irvine, Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) 
Claudette Mahan, Martin County Transportation Manager (appearance by phone) 
 
A quorum was present for this meeting. 
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Ms. Clarke advised the Board that there are some guests at the meeting.  She announced that 
former Board member and new Board of County Commissioner Mr. John Haddox is 
present; as well as Mr. John Irvine, from the Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged.  She noted that the Board has a new staff member, Mr. Luke Lambert, a 
new Senior Planner for the MPO, Ms. Bonnie Landry, and Ms. Diane Moore from the 
County Budget Office are all present. Ms. Clarke also noted that Ms. Claudette Mahan is 
appearing by telephone. 

 
3. APPROVE AGENDA  

 
A motion was made by Mr. Werner Bols to approve the agenda.  The motion was 
seconded by Ms. Cindy Barnes.  The motion had no objections.  The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 

4. APPROVE MINUTES  
 
Ms. Angela Van Etten advised that a correction to the August 27, 2012 minutes needed to 
be made.  She stated that under Agenda Item 5D (page 5 of 9) in the CTC Quarterly 
Performance Report it currently reads Children’s Medical Services (CMS) Building but it 
should read the Children’s Services Council Building.  A reference to Ms. Van Etten sitting 
on the Martin County Interagency Board was made, and that should be amended to reflect 
that Ms. Van Etten is a past member of that Board as she currently is not on the Board.  
 
A motion was made by Mr. Werner Bols to approve the minutes of the regular 
meeting dated August 27, 2012 as amended.  A second was made by Ms. Phyl Weaver.  
There were no objections to the motion.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 
A motion was made by Ms. Phyl Weaver to approve the minutes of the public hearing 
which was held on August 27, 2012.  Ms. Cindy Barnes provided a second to the 
motion.  There was no additional discussion on the motion.  The Motion passed 
unanimously.   

 
5. AGENDA ITEMS  

 
A. CTC’S ANNUAL OPERATING REPORT (AOR) 

MEMO: temp13LCBTDa02.01 
Ms. Beltran stated that the AOR is reviewed annually about this time and Ms. Lisa 
Sanders will review it for the committee.  Ms. Sanders reminded the Board that she 
advised them as to what to expect on this report during the August meeting.  She 
explained the difference in numbers between last year’s report and this year’s.  Ms 
Sanders explained the specifics of deviated fixed routes, ambulatory trips, non-
ambulatory trips and stretcher trips.  Ms. Van Etten inquired why data in the last two 
reports were listed under “Others” and not broken down into the categories which 
were shown as low income, disabled or low income and disabled.  Ms. Sanders 
stated that she was unsure if the ARC breaks their reports down in that manor, but 
MTM can place their information in this format if that is the desire.  Ms. Van Etten 
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stated that for clarity reasons it would be best as one can’t tell if these numbers 
reflect adults, children or people with disabilities, and since the form has specific 
locations for each category instead of lumping them all into other having them in 
their correct category would be clearer.  Ms. Sanders stated that the information 
obtained is from both MTM and ARC but not COA.  Mr. John Irvine asked if the 
COA is a coordinating contractor and if they did not report the AOR to MTM?  Ms. 
Sanders clarified that they have a coordination agreement with the COA, and they 
should report the AOR to MTM.  Ms. Sanders advised that when she last spoke to 
the COA they had just hired someone to take the place of the transit person.  Ms. 
Clarke asked if the COA should receive a “friendly reminder” about the agreement 
and that they should provide AOR information.  Ms. Pietrowski said that FDOT is 
working on this to help agencies with coordination agreement requirements, they 
have a consultant that will be working with them, and do hands-on education and 
training with agencies to get this information to the CTC’s as this is happening all 
over the state.  Ms. Clarke asked Ms. Pietrowski if there were any consequences 
with regard to the agreement.  Ms. Pietrowski stated yes, as they receive 5310 
vehicles from the State, and as part of the requirement to receive vehicles they are to 
have a coordination agreement in place and it is supposed to be confirmed annually, 
as part of the coordination agreement.  Ms. Van Etten reminded the group that 
COA’s number one transit person, Barbara Timmerman, passed away last year.  Ms. 
Sanders stated that COA does provide them with other documents timely, they 
provide the vehicles and drivers’ information but their staff is still trying to get into 
the swing of things.  Ms. Clarke asked for clarification on the Trip Denied 
(Optional) section noting that there are only zeros in each of the categories when it 
had been mentioned previously that lack of funding was a reason for trip denial.  
Ms. Sanders advised that as that section was optional, it was not answered.  Mr. 
Irvine stated that the information in that section is not required at the Commission 
level and it is optional for the CTC to include that information.  Mr. Bols stated that 
what the Board is asking and would prefer, is that if the information is not required 
or answered using actual obtained data, that the section should reflect same by 
showing “not applicable”, “N/A” or other symbol to note that it wasn’t over-sighted, 
nor was the information to be noted as factual.  Mr. Irvine noted Martin’s struggle 
with the prioritization of the dialysis patients and emphasized the importance of 
accurately capturing the figure of the unmet needs.  He added that the Legislature 
looked at the no-shows and saw that there were about 200,000 unmet needs but 
throughout the State had about 200,000 no-shows so they are saying if the no-shows 
were to be cleaned up by making people cancel that the unmet needs could be met, it 
all ties together.  Ms. Sanders reviewed each of the funding sources in details and 
advised that the total is $519,134.00.  Ms. Sanders provided the expense report 
which shows labor and fringe benefits for both the CTC and the Coordinated 
Contractors which totaled $511,497.00. 
 
Ms. Beltran stated that staff recommends approval of the Annual Operating Report 
which was presented by Ms. Sanders with the comments that were made during the 
presentation. 
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Ms. Van Etten made a motion to approve the CTC’s Annual Operating Report 
with the comments.  The motion was seconded by Ms. McGovern.  There was 
no additional discussion.  The motion passed unanimously.   
 

B. CTC QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REPORT 
MEMO: temp13LCBTDa02.02 
Ms. Beltran advised that this will be presented by Ms. Sanders of MTM for the 
fiscal year 2013.  Ms. Sanders advised that this quarter MTM worked with the 
County as well as MV to discuss ways to move riders from Stuart to Indiantown.  
MTM currently provides 22 trips a month to the community health center.  MTM is 
working with them to get a bus stop placed in Stuart which will allow MTM to place 
those individuals on the Indiantown bus.  MTM has also partnered with the 
Coalition for Independent Living Options, Inc. (CILO) with a taxi voucher program 
which is going well.  Ms.  Sanders advised of a correction in the number of rides 
provided, it’s stated as 105 but should be 55 which were added to the TD system.  
This further reduces the unmet needs as when the TD funding is exhausted for the 
month the members will have the option to utilize the voucher program by 
contacting CILO and completing the information to see if they are eligible to receive 
a ride from one of the two current providers in the program.  Ms. Van Etten stated 
that had they received the amount of funding requested they would’ve been able to 
provide 100 rides as reported, but they only received funding for 50 rides.  Ms. 
Sanders advised that the cost per trip is basically the same as they are using the 
MTM providers.  The cost per ambulatory trip is $12. while a wheelchair trip is 
$24.00 throughout Martin.   
 
Ms. Sanders stated that they are still promoting the Gas Mileage Reimbursement 
Program and MTM has placed brochures in a few doctor offices so as members 
come in they may see the brochures and inquire or take advantage of the program.  
She also advised that MTM and all of their subcontractors had prescribed pediatric 
care training, they toured the Prescribed Pediatric Extended Care Program (PPEC) 
facility and were provided with sensitivity training.  This facility on Ocean 
Boulevard works with children with severe disabilities and functions as a day care.  
MTM is responsible to pick up an escort daily prior to picking up the children to go 
to the facility.  In Martin, the PPEC facility has agreed to meet MTM at a public 
shopping center so MTM doesn’t have to drive so far to pick up the children to take 
them to Indiantown.  These children come from private homes but may have special 
equipment, car seats or individual issues, so the training was beneficial to the drivers 
so they can correctly address any issues while in their care.  Though the escort 
actually addresses the child’s needs it is good for the driver to be familiar as to what 
their role is in this involvement.  Ms. Sanders said that the facility can accept 
approximately 25 children but currently have only four or five.  The escort is 
transported back and forth with the vehicle and the expenses are paid by Medicaid.  
Ms. Cindy Barnes stated that if these children were not going to this facility they 
would require private duty nurses at home during the day which would cost 
Medicaid more than providing this service.   
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Ms. Van Etten commented on the trip denials from July to September stating that 
they were limited, is there a reason.  Ms. Sanders stated that when the funding runs 
out she has to cut off the trips.  She stated that this month, she had to cut off trips on 
the 28th of the month.  Ms. Van Etten stated that those months seemed very low.  
Ms. Sanders stated that July 1, 2012 was the initiation of the dialysis cap and nine 
dialysis patients were removed.  There was still funding available in the month of 
July, but they are making up for that opportunity as more people are calling in.  Ms. 
Sanders advised that MTM is looking to initiate the Volunteer Program beginning 
early 2013.  This will be open to dialysis members as well as Veterans.  She said 
there are currently seven members on this list and MTM will take the lead in 
administering this program.  She advised that they are in the process of securing 
insurance to assist them in recruiting drivers.  Although the drivers have insurance 
they want additional insurance available should something happen.  The American 
Cancer Society has a blanket program that kicks in after the driver’s insurance is 
exceeded, regardless if the patient is a cancer patient or not.  MTM has put together 
a booklet and application with help from CUTR, for the volunteers.  The volunteers 
have to go through background checks, sign the agreements, and have their vehicle 
inspected as would any other MTM provider.  Ms. Pietrowski advised that MTM is 
covering the cost for the insurance which is unprecedented, and was a stumbling 
block until the MTM corporate office was approached by Ms. Sanders.  This will 
boost the volunteer program greatly to increase the capacity with the volunteers. 
 
Ms. Sanders reported on the Breast Cancer Walk in October.  She stated that the 
transportation providers had ribbons on their vehicles for the month and on October 
13, 2012, about 15 people walked to raise awareness for breast cancer, from the 
MTM office across the Roosevelt Bridge, approximately two miles.   
 
Ms. Sanders thanked Mr. Irvine and the CTD as they awarded MTM a vehicle from 
the Shirley Conroy Grant, in response to the public hearing where a rider noted 
difficulty getting in and out of the MTM vehicle.  A document was signed by the 
chair to be presented to Mr. Irvine.  Mr. Irvine thanked FDOT as it was funds which 
had been received from them. 
 
A motion was made by Ms. Barnes to approve MTM’s Quarterly Performance 
Report.  This motion was seconded by Ms. Weaver.  There was no additional 
discussion.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 

C. VETERANS TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNITY LIVING 
INITIATIVE (VTCLI)  
MEMO:  temp13LCBTDa02.03 
Ms. Beltran stated that this agenda item consists of two parts.  The first part 
concerns a grant application which was submitted to FDOT for the Veteran’s 
Transportation and Community Living Initiative Program (VTCLI) to provide 
funding for the “One Click/One Call” center.  Ms. Beltran introduced Ms. Mahan 
who was appearing by telephone, and asked that she inform the committee of how 
St. Lucie approached Martin County and about the trip to St. Lucie County which 
Commissioner John Haddox and she made regarding this project.  Ms. Mahan stated 
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that Martin was approached about the One Click/One Call program and initially the 
program was to be funded through the Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) 
and New Freedom funds that FTA approved already, and the Veteran’s wanted to 
use operating capital which would be a regional program which would enhance 
transportation needs used for the TD population.  When Mr. Don Donaldson was 
approached, who is ultimately responsible for the County transit program, he asked 
that the selection committee, who was going to meet regarding the JARC and New 
Freedom FTA funds, hear the proposal to determine how funds would be used.  Mr. 
Donaldson was clear that he did not want to support this project without a selection 
committee and being advised as to other ways that the funds could be used.  Mr. 
Haddox reviewed the proposal and got back to Mr. Donaldson to report how Martin 
felt about the proposal and Martin came to the conclusion that it should be a 
selection committee that votes as to how those funds should be used.   Ms. Mahan 
stated that it was brought to her attention that the application for the VTCLI fund 
was submitted by St. Lucie County.  Martin County was included on the application 
without any participation as was the CTC, and the Veterans’ Association (VA) of 
Martin County.  The application was written on behalf of Martin County and there 
was no involvement from these organizations or agencies which currently provide 
transportation.  Mr. Haddox advised that the Veteran’s Association were informed 
of this grant in August or September, 2012, possibly further back. He received a call 
from the County Grant Coordinator informing him of the Grant and advising him of 
the description for what the grant could be used, which was basically a One 
Click/One Call so a Veteran or a family member could call one point of contact to 
receive transportation either through existing VA programs, public transportation or 
the transportation disabled programs.  In Martin County, transportation for Veterans 
is provided to the VA Hospital already and Martin refers people to MTM or the MV 
Transit for public or TD transportation.  Mr. Haddox stated that he did not see the 
need to apply for this grant, as he did not see a return on the investment.  Later, he 
was contacted by St. Lucie County by phone and he advised them that he did not see 
the benefit of including Martin County in their grant as Martin was already 
performing in the manner described in this grant.  He said that this was followed up 
by a meeting in St. Lucie County which was attended by Ms. Mahan and himself 
where they discussed that this grant would not benefit Martin County as this One 
Click/One Call need was already being met.  Mr. Haddox stated that after meeting 
with Mr. Donaldson and Ms. Mahan, it was a unanimous agreement that the way the 
grant stands and what St. Lucie County desires to do with the funds, it will not be 
beneficial to Martin County.  Mr. Haddox suggested that representatives from St. 
Lucie should come before this Board to explain the grant, delineate the benefits to 
Martin County in general and the Martin Veteran’s specifically before this grant 
goes forward.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that the grant itself is a capital grant and does 
not include operating funds.  Regardless of how St. Lucie County went about 
obtaining the grant, FDOT’s position is that the funds are here, why should we turn 
down funds which we already have received for the region.  Ms. Pietrowski stated 
that FDOT offered to support the implementation of the grant as it seemed like there 
were capital plans with their operational plans with another system that they had and 
it was confusing trying to understand what the policy and procedure would be.  
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What FDOT did was to offer to support St. Lucie in the implementation in different 
phases.  The first phase that FDOT offered to assist with was to do a needs analysis 
because preliminarily Ms. Pietrowski stated that she had no idea how many veterans 
were in both Counties.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that FDOT has a consultant and a 
signed work order and the consultant is helping to begin a needs analysis.  She 
added that no matter what, the needs must be reviewed prior to anticipation of an 
operating budget as it must be known who will be helped prior to forming the 
budget.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that a system couldn’t be implemented without 
understanding what it would cost.  Provisions have been placed in the scope to help 
discover what the needs are and FDOT is supporting the plan by calculating the type 
of technology which will be the most efficient.  FDOT is looking ahead to the future 
and stated that if the One Click/One Call system is put in place technology should be 
used to benefit everyone operating in Martin and St. Lucie Counties.  Ms. Pietrowski 
stated that currently, these are the two phases to which FDOT has agreed.  Ms. 
Pietrowski has noticed that there is a complex network of agencies that are County, 
Federal or volunteer to name a few, all working but not as efficiently as they could 
be especially since there is a TD network in Florida which is very strong and they 
should be able to piggyback on what is already on the ground.  Ms. Pietrowski stated 
that from the Federal prospective, they want the TD people to begin to acknowledge 
the importance of incorporating Veteran’s into the TD systems.  When the Human 
Service Summit was discussed the TD people wanted to acknowledge and anticipate 
how to include the veteran’s in need into the systems.  Ms. Clarke stated that Mr. 
Haddox’s recommendation to ask St. Lucie County to make a presentation at the 
next or a future meeting should be considered in this matter.  Ms. Pietrowski stated 
that FDOT thought that St. Lucie may have “jumped the gun”.  She added that 
sometimes it has to be done as the funding is only available for certain times.  FDOT 
suggested that St. Lucie step back, review the situation, calculate the operating 
expenses, and if the JARC and New Freedom funds are available through the 
competitive process fine, but  part of the consulting process to them, is that FDOT 
could help them form a five year budget/operating plan and to seek out other 
potential funding sources.  Mr. Bols stated that he felt it was a waste of money, there 
may be needs, but there also is a debt crisis in this country and this sounds like a 
sum of funding being spent for Martin County which is not necessary.  He advised 
that he is against approving something that everyone has acknowledged is a 
misstatement.  Ms. Clarke noted that instead of asking for approval on this item, 
more direction is needed and St. Lucie County needs to come to this Board and 
explain exactly what was placed in the grant application, what their ideas are and 
how they plan to coordinate with Martin.  She added that the Board has heard from 
FDOT some of the basis as to why the grant has some merit and that the funding is 
there.  However, this Board needs to learn more about this and our direction should 
be to ask the St. Lucie staff to come present this item at the next Board meeting. Ms. 
Beltran asked Ms. Sanders, as the CTC Coordinator, if St. Lucie had provided 
outreach to MTM and if she had any involvement with this item.  Ms. Sanders stated 
that she sat in on one Treasure Coast Network (TCN) meeting, but this was not 
related to the TCN in anyway and she had no involvement with the Veteran’s 
project.  She stated that she too was surprised by the application as it listed MTM as 
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the recipient of some grant funds of which they are not the recipient. Ms. Sanders 
noted that the grant was written without their involvement and she’s aware that there 
was a new grant writer, but she affirmed that before a grant goes out the door the 
information which is being provided to the Federal agency is accurate as that is the 
basis for the agency awarding the funds.  Mr. Bols asked if FDOT was aware of this 
incident.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that FDOT was not aware until after the grant was 
awarded, but they are now aware of it.  Ms. Sanders clarified that Mr. Bols was 
asking if the granting agency, FTA, was now aware of the incident.  Ms. Pietrowski 
stated that yes, the FTA is now aware and they are willing to work with this area, 
and take into account the needed changes and scheduling.  Ms. Clarke asked Mr. 
Reese if he or any sub groups or agencies which work with the Veteran’s, have 
submitted a letter of recommendation or anything to St. Lucie County to assist in 
this process.  Mr. Reese said he didn’t know of any such letter being submitted, but 
that St. Lucie came to a Veteran’s Council meeting and made a presentation.  He 
added that for the little amount of information which the Veterans were provided it 
sounded like a good idea for Veteran’s.  He said that St. Lucie may have received a 
couple of letters from Posts in Martin County in support of the grant, however they 
only had a general idea as to what St. Lucie was trying to do, not the details of 
which this Board is aware.  Mr. Reese advised that the only form of support of 
which he is aware would be from the [Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)] Posts.  Ms. 
Clarke asked Ms. Beltran and Ms. Mahan if correspondence of recommendation had 
been submitted by either of them or the agencies which they represent or that 
provide transportation.  Ms. Beltran stated no, she learned of the grant approval and 
was concerned as it had never been brought before the LCB or the MPO Boards.  
She also was concerned because the needs assessment is normally done prior to a 
grant submission.  Even with a short turnaround time, had St. Lucie wanted to 
partner with Martin and to say that Martin was going to  participate in this, that they 
should have made some contact effort.  Ms. Mahan stated that when she and Mr. 
Haddox attended the meeting [up north] and they were asked about their 
commitment to be involved, they made it clear at that time that they were not 
interested.  Ms. Sanders stated that St. Lucie did contact her requesting that she 
write a letter of support but she did not provide one.  She directed them to Martin 
County’s staff saying that this would need to be discussed with them.  She stated 
that in a teleconference with Mr. Donaldson he made it clear that Martin did not 
want to move forward with that effort. Ms. Van Etten added that the Coalition for 
Independent Living Options, Inc. was approached for a support letter and one was 
supplied but her understanding was that it was only a St. Lucie County grant.  She 
stated that her agency covers four counties, St. Lucie being one of them.  She stated 
that her agency was on board with the idea as it was presented to them but that they 
were unaware of the details.  Ms. Desposati inquired if the needs assessment has 
begun.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that it has just begun.  She stated that a survey is being 
sent out and then interviews will be held with agencies that will be involved.  Ms. 
Desposati asked if Martin agencies will be contacted.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that 
everyone, the Veteran’s and the TD population will benefit as that was the intention 
of the grant.  She stated that we are here to advocate for TD services, Veterans 
included.  Ms. Pietrowski stated that this opportunity will provide $400,000 to be 
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used in the best most efficient way possible.  Ms. Clarke noted that it is a Capital 
Grant, which would cover the building and phone system initial start-up. She asked 
if this agency will be staffed by St. Lucie, will Martin have to participate financially 
for staff, if the center will be in St. Lucie County will they be totally responsible for 
the staff and other details which are outlined in the grant.  Though Martin has not 
approved of the mechanics in which the grant was applied for and received, it is 
there, it’s approved, the funds will be provided, so the Board needs to hear from St. 
Lucie as to how they plan to move forward, so that Martin can determine if they 
want to be involved or if the services will only be for St. Lucie County.  Ms. Clarke 
reminded the Board that it was suggested to have St. Lucie make a presentation 
regarding this grant and their plans to move forward.  She also suggested that FDOT 
provide definitive ideas as to what their expectations were for the structuring of this 
grant and the involvement of Martin County.  
 
Ms. Van Etten made a motion to have St. Lucie staff come to the next LCB-TD 
meeting [March, 2013] and make a presentation regarding the VTCLI grant, 
what it will entail, and other pertinent details involving Martin which will be 
encumbered by this grant.  This motion was seconded by Mr. Bols who also 
requested that the consultant providing the needs analysis make a presentation.   
 
Ms. Clarke asked Ms. Pietrowski if this presentation in March will be too late in 
regards to the needs assessment.  How can Martin be involved in the needs 
assessment if it is already being performed.  Ms. Pietrowski said by that point the 
consultant will have already begun but there will still be an opportunity to add to the 
scope, and everything that they will be doing will include Martin County.  If the 
Board’s recommendation needs to include something which has been missed, there 
is plenty of time to add it to the scope.   
 
The question on the motion was called.  The motion passed unanimously. 
  

D. JOB ACCESS AND REVERSE COMMUTE (JARC) & NEW FREEDOM 
SELECTION COMMITEE 
MEMO:  temp13LCBTDa02.04 
 
Ms. Beltran stated that St. Lucie has advertised a Call for Projects (see agenda 
package) which is not specific to a specific regional project, it has been advertised 
for everyone to respond.  A workshop was held on November 30, 2012, which was 
attended by Ms. Mahan and Mr. Lambert to answer any questions from potential 
proposers.  Ms. Beltran advised that the selection committee shall be comprised of a 
regional business representative such as the Treasure Coast Mall, whose 
representative from last year has agreed to be on the committee again, and St. Lucie 
has confirmed approval of this representative.  The committee also includes one 
representative from each of the two counties M/TPO staff, as well as one 
representative from each county’s LCB-TD committees.  Ms. Beltran advised that 
she understood that Ms. Pietrowski was going to be the representative for the St. 
Lucie LCB.  She stated that historically, FDOT does not get involved with selection 
committees, but if Ms. Pietrowski was willing to devote the necessary time that 
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would be fine.  Ms. Beltran stated that a member from this LCB Board is needed for 
the committee. 
 
Ms. Van Etten nominated Ms. Desposati.  Mr. Bols seconded this nomination.  
 
Ms. Desposati inquired as to the expected duration of time required.  It was advised 
that the last Call For Projects consisted of four potential proposals.  The selection 
committee members will be given a check list to consider, they need to review the 
proposals and insure that each proposer meets the qualifications.  Ms. Desposati 
agreed to accept the task.  
 
The question on the motion was called.  The nomination of Ms. Desposati 
passed unanimously. 
 

E. COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC) CONTRACT 
MEMO: temp13LCBTDa02.05 
 
Ms. Beltran stated that the contract with MTM, the current CTC, expires on June 30, 
2013.  Staff is looking to advertise for the CTC contract.  Mr. Irvine will advise of 
the changes to the Medicaid rules beginning July 1, 2013, and Mr. Lambert will 
advise of the changes to the advertising which will be different from prior 
advertisements.  (see agenda package)  Mr. Irvine stated that the legislature has 
determined that Medicaid recipients will go into reform.  All recipients have to have 
a health maintenance organization (HMO) to manage their health plan.  There will 
need to be some Federal approvals for this to start but the State plan will be moving 
forward.  The HMO’s will have the decision to contract with their choice of provider 
for transportation services.  It could be the CTC, or not as they are not required to 
contract with the CTC.  However, as the CTC’s are knowledgeable of the required 
standards, and requirements of Medicaid the CTD does hope that many will use the 
local CTC’s as their transportation provider.  The first phase will be called Long 
Term Care enrollees, people in nursing homes or other long term care facilities.  An 
invitation to Bid will go out July, 2013 and it is expected to have a selection by 
October, 2013.  Right now they still have a contract through 2014 and until the 
implementation.  Mr. Bols asked if the HMOs are required to coordinate as the CTC 
must do.  Mr. Irvine stated no, they lobbied for that to happen but the Legislature 
was to concerned about putting stipulations on the HMOs.  They wanted the HMO’s 
to be as free as possible to be able to do what they needed to do without being tied to 
having to do specific things.  Ms. Haney asked how the host plans to accomplish this 
with the same amount of money.  Mr. Irvine stated that they have contracted with 
the University of Florida years ago to do a study on how coordination of 
transportation helped the Medicaid Program and it showed that it saved them $1.1 
million a year.  He also stated that when you look at the Medicaid dollars the 
majority are used for medical services and transportation is a miniscule portion.  Ms. 
Haney noted that there are services now that are being paid for by Medicaid which 
they didn’t pay for in the past.  Mr. Irvine stated that there are still a lot of 
unanswered questions regarding health care options and levels of accountability but 
he will keep the Board apprised of information as it becomes available.  Mr. 
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Lambert stated that regarding the CTC advertisement, he was looking to change a 
few things.  Mr. Lambert showed the Board the old contract. (see agenda package.)  
Ms. Beltran highlighted information in the old contract which came from the FTA 
that states that the CTC will provide rural public transit which is funded by the 5311 
grant.  The FTA made it clear that it is public transit and could not be sole sourced 
to the CTC so that funding paragraph will be removed.  Ms. Pietrowski asked if the 
CTC would be required to be a partial brokerage or if they will have the option.  Mr. 
Lambert stated that Mr. Irvine agreed to send him a copy of another county’s 
contract and they will research the wording. Ms. Van Etten asked if the CTC called 
for partial brokerage, as it was considered during the prior selection process.  Mr. 
Lambert advised that what they were viewing  on the screen was the contract from 
five years ago, and that is what they are intending to go through to see if there are 
any changes that could be beneficial.  Ms. Van Etten stated that the CTC received 
partial brokerage during their prior contract. She stated that she had to debate with 
the MPO noting that there were problems with the CTC providing services.   Mr. 
Irvine stated that the decision would have to come from this Board as to whether the 
CTC would be a complete or partial brokerage.  Ms. Van Etten stated that the CTC 
came in as a coordinator not a provider, then Ride Right became a provider, who 
had common ownership as MTM.  Ms. Van Etten stated that having experienced 
both a complete and a partial brokerage, she has no problem with a partial.  Since 
funds are limited and efficiency is so important, she stated that the brokerage should 
be as open as possible.  Ms. Clarke asked Ms. Sanders what she believed would 
work best for the CTC, a complete or partial brokerage?  Ms. Sanders advised that 
they began as a complete brokerage, but with limited transportation providers in this 
area, MTM brought in Ride Right to help provide the transportation.  Currently there 
are three providers which are not in this county that are assisting transportation in 
Palm Beach and Broward Counties.  Ms. Sanders advised that they are fine whether 
they are complete or partial brokerage.  She stated if they are awarded the contract 
they could continue as a complete brokerage as they have expanded their network to 
six providers which consist of non-profit and private agencies, or they could work as 
a partial brokerage as well.  Mr. Bols stated that keeping it open allows from more 
flexibility as the contract is for five years and anything could happen in that period 
of time.  Mr. Lambert stated that we don’t want to limit the proposers.  Mr. Bols 
asked about the number of call centers MTM has.  Ms. Sanders stated that the call 
centers are located in Missouri and South Carolina.  Mr. Bols stated that they should 
have some familiarity with the County and our facilities when our clients call.  Ms. 
Beltran stated that staff is looking for support from this Board to review the 
upcoming advertising [contract renewal] with the CTD staff, advertise it, and then 
return to this Board with an update at the March meeting. 

 
6. NOTED  ITEMS - Ms. Sanders requested that this Board offer support for MTM’s application 

for the Shirley Conroy Grant at the last meeting.  The correspondence was included in the 
agenda for your review.  As reported earlier, MTM was successful in obtaining the grant to 
purchase a van. 

 
7. COMMENTS FROM BOARD MEMBERS 
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Ms. Pietrowski wanted to advise that the Human Services Transportation Summit will be 
held Dec. 14, 2012 at the FAU campus in Boca Raton.  Ms. Sanders stated that MTM has a 
transportation provider who is donating their time and will be providing service to and from 
the summit so if any members wish to attend they may call to make a reservation.  Ms. 
Clarke asked the Board if they have email addresses to any organization which they would 
like to distribute this information.  Ms. Pietrowski and Ms. Sanders each advised that they 
have sent this information out to their groups some are being followed up with telephone 
calls.  Ms. Clarke requested that a copy of this summit information be submitted to the local 
press, Comcast and Martin County TV (MCTV) as well as being posted in the MCPT 
vehicles.  Ms. Van Etten stated that it was emailed to her list of agencies.  
 
Ms. Van Etten advised that the past meetings were two hours, from 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM 
and she noticed that Ms. McGovern had to leave at 11:30 AM.  The meeting was only 
scheduled from 10:00 AM to 11:30 AM.  Ms. Van Etten wants to insure that the meetings 
are scheduled for two hours, and as people have to travel the 10:00 AM time frame works 
best for most, so 10:00 AM to 12:00 PM will be the scheduled time. 
 
Ms. Clarke stated that a presentation of the Volunteer Program should be made to the MPO 
in order to achieve some television time to get the public on board as well as some outreach 
to the press for publicity. 

 
8. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 

Mr. Irvine stated that on behalf of the State, he wanted to thank the Board for their service 
and he distributed some bags which were left over from the TD Conference as a token of 
thanks.   

 
9. NEXT MEETING - March 4, 2013 (4th Floor Workshop, Administration Bldg.) 
 
10. ADJOURN 

A motion was made by Ms. Barnes and seconded by Ms. Weaver.  There was no 
additional discussion.  The motion passed unanimously.  The meeting was adjourned 
at 12:20 PM. 

 
Recorded and Prepared by: 
 
________________________________________ _______________ 
Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist II Date 

 
Approved by: 

 
________________________________________ ________________ 
Eula R. Clarke, Chair Date 
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BACKGROUND 
The TD Program Complaint and Grievance Procedures establish a specific course of action to 
remedy situations that may have contributed to a complaint or grievance from a TD rider or 
beneficiary.  This document also serves as the local grievance system as mandated by Chapter 
427, Florida Statutes and Rule 41, Florida Administrative Code.  The Florida Commission for 
the Transportation Disadvantaged requires that these procedures are brought before the LCB-TD 
on an annual basis for re-adoption. 
 
 
ISSUES 
The current TD Program Complaint and Grievance Procedures were adopted on March 5, 2012.  
No updates were necessary with the exception of Medical Transportation Management’s change 
of address.  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 

a. Approve the Martin County TD Program Complaint and Grievance Procedures as 
presented. 
b. Approve with conditions the Martin County TD Program Complaint and Grievance 
Procedures. 

 
FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5A 
 
 



 

APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. Martin County TD Program Complaint and Grievance Procedures 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide transportation disadvantaged riders with a 
course of action to remedy the situation in which a complaint or grievance arose.  This 
document also serves as the local grievance system as mandated by Chapter 427, Florida 
Statutes and Rule 41, Florida Administrative Code.  It complies with requirements set 
forth in §641.511, F.S.; 42 CFR 431.200; and 42 CFR 438.    
 
Unless otherwise noted, these procedures apply to both transportation disadvantaged and 
Medicaid beneficiary riders.  As documented below, only Medicaid beneficiaries have 
the right to request a Medicaid Fair Hearing.   
 
During the complaint, grievance, and appeal process the rider or his/her representative 
has the right to contact the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) by: 
 

 Phone: TD Helpline 1-800-983-2435 
 Mail:  Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 

605 Suwannee St., MS-49 
Tallahassee, FL, 32399-0450 
www.dot.state.fl.us/ctd 

 
If a customer or Medicaid beneficiary is unable to submit a written complaint, grievance, 
or appeal, the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) will assist the customer/ 
beneficiary in submitting such a request.   
 
The CTC shall ensure no punitive action is taken against the customer/ beneficiary, 
his/her representative, or other persons involved in the processes listed below.   
 
All records of the complaint, grievance, appeal, and Medicaid Fair Hearing processes, to 
include the Coordinator’s, Grievance & Appeal Committees’ reports, will be maintained 
by the Coordinator and made available upon request.   
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
Action – The denial or limited authorization of a requested service, including the type or 

level of service; 
the reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized service; 
the denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service; 
the failure to provide services in a timely manner, or the failure to act within the 
timeframes provided in 42 CFR 438.408 (as described within this document). 

 
Appeal – Requests for review of an Action taken by the Community Transportation 

Coordinator or the Subcontracted Transportation Provider. 
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Complaint – Expressions of dissatisfaction related to the quality of care provided by a 
provider or any matter other than an Action that can be resolved at the Point of 
Contact rather than through filing a formal Grievance.   

 
Grievance – Expressions of dissatisfaction about any matter other than an Action. 
 
Medicaid Fair Hearing – Administrative process which allows a Medicaid Beneficiary to 

request the State to reconsider an adverse decision made by the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged or the Subcontracted Transportation Provider.   

 
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES 
 
Community Transportation Coordinator 
Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 
Royal Palm Financial Center III 
759 South Federal Highway, Suite 311 
Stuart, FL 34994 
1-800-836-7034 
 

Local Coordinating Board for the  
Transportation Disadvantaged 
c/o Martin MPO 
2401 SE Monterey Road 
Stuart, FL 34996 
772-221-1498  

 
COMMITTEES 
 
The Local Coordinating Board (LCB) for the Transportation Disadvantaged appoints 
membership of the Grievance Committee as follows: 
 

(1)  An Area Agency on Aging Representative; 
(1)  A Florida Department of Transportation Representative; 
(1)  A Division of Vocational Rehab Representative; 
(1)  A Veteran Service Office Representative; and 
(1)  A Disadvantaged citizen over 60.  

 
At least 3 Committee members must be present during the meeting to render a decision.     
 
The LCB also appoints membership of the Appeal Committee as follows: 
 
 (1)  An LCB Member, 
 (1)  An MPO Staff Member, and 
 (1)  A CTC Staff Member. 
 
Members of the Appeal Committee may not have been involved in the determination of 
the initial action.  Members must be able to meet within 72 hours notice in order to 
address Expedited Appeal Requests.   
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COMPLAINT PROCEDURES 
 
FIRST LINE OF RESOLUTION PROCESS 
 
1.  Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) representative receives verbal or 
written complaint from customer within 90 calendar days of incident.    
 
2.  CTC representative documents complaint and works to resolve complaint within 15 
business days. 
 
3.  If unable to resolve within 15 business days, CTC extends for an additional 10 
business days.  The CTC provides notice to customer of extension and the reasons for the 
extension. 
 
4.  Once complaint is resolved, CTC provides written notification of the resolution to 
customer within 5 business days.  Include the following in written notice:   
 

 The action the CTC has taken or intends to take. 
 The reasons for this action. 
 Notice of right to file a grievance through Grievance Committee. 
 Information on the CTD Ombudsman Program. 

 
5.  CTC forwards copy of the notification of the resolution to Chairperson of the Local 
Coordinating Board (LCB) and the MPO Administrator.    
 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
 
SECOND LINE OF RESOLUTION PROCESS       
 
1.  CTC receives verbal or written grievance within 1 year of incident. 
 
2.  CTC forwards copy of grievance to Chairperson of the LCB and the MPO 
Administrator.  Upon receipt of the grievance, the CTC will have up to 10 business days 
to schedule the initial Grievance Committee meeting.  The meeting must be held within 
15 business days of the initial filing of the grievance.  Further meetings may be held at 
the discretion of the Committee.   
 
3.  The CTC will provide all relevant documents to the Grievance Committee at least 3 
business days prior to the meeting(s).  At least 3 Committee members must be present 
during the meeting.   
 
4.  If unable to resolve within 90 calendar days, the Grievance Committee extends for an 
additional 14 calendar days.  The CTC provides notice to customer of the extension and 
the reasons for the extension. 
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5.  Once grievance is resolved, CTC provides written notification of the resolution to 
customer within 30 calendar days.  Include the following in the written notice:   
 

 The action the CTC has taken or intends to take. 
 The reasons for this action. 
 Notice of right to file an appeal and, if a Medicaid beneficiary, request a Medicaid 

Fair Hearing. 
 The procedures for exercising these rights. 
 The circumstances for which an expedited appeal is available and the procedures 

to request it. 
 Notice of right to have benefits continue pending resolution of the appeal, how to 

request exercise this right, and the circumstances under which the customer would 
be required to pay the costs of these services.   

 Information on the CTD Ombudsman Program. 
 
6.  The CTC forwards copy of the notification of the resolution to the Chairperson of the 
Local Coordinating Board (LCB), the MPO Administrator, and the Florida Commission 
for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTD) upon request.    
 
APPEAL PROCEDURES 
 
THIRD LINE OF RESOLUTION PROCESS 
 
1.  The CTC receives verbal or written appeal within 30 calendar days of the customer’s 
receipt of notice of action.  If request is made verbally, CTC notifies customer within 10 
business days of need to file written request.  The CTC acknowledges the receipt of the 
appeal in writing.   
 
2.  The CTC forwards a copy of the appeal to the Chairperson of the LCB, the MPO 
Administrator, and the CTD.  Upon receipt of the appeal, the CTC will have up to 10 
business days to schedule the initial Appeal Committee meeting.  The meeting must be 
held within 15 business days of the initial filing of the appeal.  Further meetings may be 
held at the discretion of the Committee.   
 
3.  The CTC will provide all relevant documents to the Appeal Committee at least three 3 
business days prior to the meeting(s).  At least three 3 Committee members must be 
present during the meeting.   
 
4.  If unable to resolve within 45 calendar days, the Appeal Committee extends for an 
additional 14 calendar days.  The CTC provides notice to customer of the extension and 
the reasons for the extension. 
 
5.  Once the appeal is resolved, CTC provides written notification of the resolution to 
customer within 2 business days.  Include the following in the written notice:   
 

 The action the CTC has taken or intends to take. 
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 The reasons for this action. 
 Notice of the right to file a grievance with the CTD.   
 If a Medicaid beneficiary, notice of right to request a Medicaid Fair Hearing. 
 The procedures for exercising these rights. 
 If applicable, notice of right to have benefits continue pending resolution of the 

Medicaid Fair hearing, how to request exercise this right, and the circumstances 
under which the customer would be required to pay the costs of these services.   

 Information on the CTD Ombudsman Program. 
 
6.  The CTC forwards a copy of the notification of the resolution to the Chairperson of 
the Local Coordinating Board (LCB), the MPO Administrator, and the CTD. 
 
EXPEDITED APPEAL PROCEDURES 
 
1.  The CTC receives verbal or written request for an expedited appeal within 30 calendar 
days of the customer’s receipt of notice of action.  The request must be based on 
conditions which would seriously jeopardize the customer’s life, health, or ability to 
attain, maintain or regain maximum function.   
 
2.  The CTC must notify the customer of the limited time available to provide allegations 
of fact or law.  The CTC acknowledges the receipt of the appeal in writing.   
 
3.  The CTC forwards a copy of the request for an expedited appeal to the Chairperson of 
the LCB, the MPO Administrator, and the CTD.  The CTC will have up to 72 hours (3 
calendar days) to schedule an Appeal Committee meeting, review relevant evidence, and 
to resolve the Expedited Appeal.   
 
5.  Once the appeal is resolved, the CTC makes reasonable efforts to provide immediate 
verbal notification to the customer of the resolution.  The CTC also provides written 
notification of the resolution to customer within 2 business days.  Include the following 
in the written notice:   
 

 The action the CTC has taken or intends to take. 
 The reasons for this action. 
 Notice of the right to file a grievance with the CTD.   
 If a Medicaid beneficiary, notice of right to request a Medicaid Fair Hearing. 
 The procedures for exercising these rights. 
 If applicable, notice of right to have benefits continue pending resolution of the 

Medicaid Fair hearing, how to request exercise this right, and the circumstances 
under which the customer would be required to pay the costs of these services.   

 Information on the CTD Ombudsman Program. 
 
6.  The CTC forwards copy of the notification of the resolution to the Chairperson of the 
Local Coordinating Board (LCB), the MPO Administrator, and the CTD. 
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MEDICAID FAIR HEARING RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
1.  The CTC or CTD receives the request for a Medicaid Fair Hearing from a Medicaid 
beneficiary or his/her representative within 90 calendar days of the notice of action of a 
grievance or appeal.   
 
2.  The CTC will continue to provide transportation services while the Medicaid Fair 
Hearing is pending if: 
 

 The Medicaid beneficiary requested a hearing within 10 business days of the notice 
of action (extend for an additional 5 business days if sent via surface mail); 

 
 The request was made prior to or on the intended effective date of the proposed 

action; 
 

 The hearing involves the termination, suspension, or reduction of a previously 
authorized treatment; 
 

 The authorization period has not expired; or 
 

 The beneficiary requests an extension of transportation services. 
 
3.  If the CTC continues transportation services, the CTC must continue to provide these 
services until: 
 

 The Medicaid beneficiary withdraws the request for a hearing;  
 

 The request was not made within the specified time frame; 
 

 The Medicaid Fair Hearing decision is adverse to the beneficiary; or 
 

 The beneficiary’s authorization for medical treatment expires or the authorized 
medical treatment limit has been reached. 

 
4.  If the CTC provided services pending a Medicaid Fair Hearing resolution and the 
decision is adverse to the beneficiary, the CTC may recover the costs of the services 
provided.   
 
5.  If the CTC did not provide services pending a Medicaid Fair Hearing resolution and 
the decision reverses the action to deny, limit or delay services, the CTC must authorize 
or provide services as quickly as the beneficiary’s health condition requires.  The CTC 
must also pay for disputed services in accordance with State policy and regulations.   
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ADOPTED THIS 4th DAY OF MARCH, 2013 
 

MARTIN COUNTY LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD for the  
TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 

 
 
 
Attest:                    

Eula R. Clarke, Chair                                            
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BACKGROUND 
The Bylaws govern the composition, scope, and procedures of Martin County’s LCB-TD.  The 
Bylaws shall state that the LCB-TD will conduct business using parliamentary procedures 
according to Robert’s Rule of Order and shall be updated annually. 
 
ISSUES 
At this time there have not been any recommended changes to the Bylaws.  At the March 4, 2013 
LCB-TD meeting, MPO Staff will present the LCB-TD Bylaws for re-adoption. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 

a. Approve the LCB-TD Bylaws as presented. 
b. Approve with conditions the LBC-TD Bylaws. 

 
FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. LBC-TD Bylaws dated March 4, 2013 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5B 
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BYLAWS  
 

OF THE 
 

MARTIN COUNTY  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD 

FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Originally Adopted: April 18, 1991 
Re-Adopted: March 3, 2008 
Re-Adopted: March 2, 2009 

Revised & Adopted: March 1, 2010 
Re-Adopted: April 4, 2011 

Re-Adopted: March 5, 2012 
Re-Adopted: March 4, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 Eula R. Clarke, Local Coordinating Board Chair 
           Duly passed and adopted the 4th day of March, 2013 
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1.01 PREAMBLE 
 
The Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged has been created 
pursuant to Chapter 427, Florida Statutes and Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code.  
The following sets forth the bylaws, policies and procedures that shall serve to guide the 
proper functioning of the Local Coordinating Board (LCB). The intent is to provide 
guidance for the operation of the LCB to ensure the accomplishment of transportation 
disadvantaged planning and development of tasks within a cooperative framework to 
create a modern, efficient and safer public transportation system. 
 

1.02 LCB PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS 
 
(1) The citizens of the area shall be involved in the transportation disadvantaged 
planning process by the establishment of an LCB.  The purpose of the LCB shall be to 
identify local service needs and to provide information, advice, direction, and support to 
the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) on the coordination of transportation 
disadvantaged services. 
 
(2) The Board shall meet at least quarterly and shall perform the following duties as 
mandated in FAC 41-2.012(6): 
 

(a) Maintain official meeting minutes, including an attendance roster, 
reflecting official actions and provide a copy of same to Florida Commission for 
the Transportation Disadvantaged hereinafter referred to as the "commission" and 
keep same on file with the Martin County Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO) serving as the DOPA. 

 
(b)    Review and approve the CTC's Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and 
the Service Plan for the provision of transportation services. 

 
(c) Evaluate services provided under the Service Plan.  Annually, by copy of 
the CTC's annual evaluation, provide the MPO (DOPA) with an evaluation of the 
CTC's performance in general and relative to Commission standards as outlined 
by the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (CTC) and the 
completion of the Annual Service Plan/Update. 

 
(d) In cooperation with the CTC, review and provide recommendations to the 
Commission and the DOPA on all applications for local government, state or 
federal funds relating to transportation of the transportation disadvantaged in the 
designated service area are provided in the most cost effective and efficient 
manner. 
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(e) Review coordination strategies for service provision to the transportation 
disadvantaged in the designated service area to seek innovative ways to improve 
cost effectiveness, efficiency safety, working hours and types of service in an 
effort to increase ridership to a broader population.  Such strategies should also 
encourage multicounty and regional transportation service agreements between 
area Community Transportation Coordinators and consolidation of adjacent 
designated service areas when it is appropriate and cost effective to do so. 

 
(f)  Appoint a Grievance Subcommittee to process, investigate and resolve 
complaints and make Recommendations to the Board for improvement of service 
from agencies, users or potential users of the system in the designated service 
area.  All Grievances shall be processed under the adopted Grievance Procedures. 

 
(g) In coordination with the CTC, jointly develop applications for funds that 
may become available for planning, service expansion or related areas. 

 
(h) Review and approve the Annual Operating Report of the CTC prior to

 submittal to the CTD. 
 

(i) Review inventory of vehicles purchased with transportation disadvantaged 
funds in Service Plan. 

 

1.03 LCB MEMBERSHIP 
 
(1) LCB voting membership may be attained in the following ways: 
 
   (a) Per the requirement of Rule 41-2, the MPO shall appoint one elected  
 official to serve as the official Chairperson for all Coordinating Board meetings 
 and the appointed person shall be an elected official from the County that the 
 Coordinating Board serves.  
 
   (b) Per the requirement of Rule 41-2, a representative shall be selected by
 a state or local agency and be recommended to the DOPA to serve on the Board. 
 

(c) Each voting member of the Board may nominate one alternate for 
approval by the DOPA; said alternate shall vote only in the absence of that 
member on a one-vote per member basis. 

 
(2) The LCB membership shall include, but not be limited to the following voting 
members or their alternate: 
 

(a) A representative of the Florida Department of Transportation; 
 

(b) A representative of the Florida Department of Children and Families; 
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(c)  A representative of the Florida Division of Vocational Rehabilitation or 
the Division of Blind Services representing the Department of Education; 

 
(d) A representative of the Public Education Community which could include, 

but not be limited to, a representative of the District School Board, School 
Board Transportation Office, or Headstart Program;  

 
(e) A person who is recognized by the Florida Department of Veterans  

  Affairs, representing the Veterans in the service area; 
 

(f) A person who is recognized by the Florida Association for Community 
Action (President), representing the economically disadvantaged in the 
service area; 

 
(g) A disabled person representing the disabled in the County; 

 
(h) Two citizen advocates - users of the system; 

 
(i) A person over sixty years of age representing the elderly in the county; 

 
(j) A local representative for children at risk; 

 
(k) A person representing Department of Elder Affairs; 

 
(l) A person representing the Florida Agency for Health Care Administration 

(Medicaid); 
 

(m)   A representative of the Private Transportation Industry; 
 

(n) A representative of the Regional Workforce Development Board 
established in Chapter 455, Florida Statutes; 

 
(o) A representative of the local medical community which may include but 

not limited to, kidney dialysis centers, long term care facilities, assisted 
living facilities, hospitals, local health departments or other home and 
community based services. 

 
(3)  Additional non-voting members may be appointed.   
 
(4)   Non-voting members shall sit with the same rights and privileges as other        
members, except that non-voting members shall not have the right to present motions or 
second same, or to vote upon any motion of the LCB. 
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1.04 LCB APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATIONS AND TERMS 
OF OFFICE 
 
(1) The LCB shall encourage affected state/local agencies, the MPO serving as the 
DOPA and interested citizens in the service area to nominate representatives and 
alternates to serve as voting members on the LCB. 
 
(2) Voting members of the LCB may have mass transportation expertise or       
interests to advise CTC on public transportation operations, management and planning 
matters. 
 
(3)  Each LCB member or his/her alternate is expected to regularly attend       
scheduled LCB meetings, except for unavoidable reasons.  A committee member missing 
three (3) consecutive meetings for unexcused reasons may be recommended for 
resignation. After two (2) consecutive absences, the Chairperson will write a letter to the 
affected member regarding absenteeism and his/her intention to continue serving on the 
LCB with a copy to his/her supervisor, as appropriate. 
 
(4)   The DOPA will review, and consider terminating the appointment of any       
voting member of the Board who fails to attend three (3) consecutive meetings without 
notice to the MPO.  The affected agency or representative will be informed of this 
termination by letter and a replacement for that category shall be appointed. 
 
(5)   In the event a member decides to resign, such member shall submit a letter to the 
Chairperson. The resignation shall take effect upon receipt of the letter by the 
Chairperson and its presentation to the LCB at a regularly scheduled meeting. 
 
(6)   LCB members shall be appointed to terms as follows, or as specified by the       
MPO serving as the DOPA. 
 
   (a) The Chairperson shall be appointed by the MPO serving as the DOPA. 
 Per Rule 41-2, the Chairperson shall serve until replaced by the MPO. 
 

(b) Per Rule 41-2 membership shall be maintained with a 
representative/alternate from the prescribed agencies/entities referenced in 
Section 1.03 of these Bylaws. 

 
(c) Except for the Chairperson and State agency representatives, the members 
of the LCB shall be appointed for three (3) year staggered terms with initial 
membership being appointed for one (1), two (2), and three (3) years, with terms 
ending in February of the designated year.  (See attached terms of office.) 

 
(7) Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner as the initial appointment. 
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1.05 LCB OFFICERS AND DUTIES 
 
(1)  The LCB voting membership shall hold an organizational meeting as part of their 
first regular annual meeting for the purpose of electing a Vice-Chairperson from its 
voting membership. 
 
(2)  The Chairperson shall accept nominations for Vice-Chairperson either in       
written or verbal form at the meeting specified in (1) above of this section. 
 
(3)  If a Quorum (one-half of the total membership, plus one) is in attendance, the 
Vice-Chairperson shall be elected by a majority of the members present at the 
organizational meeting and shall serve a term of one year, starting with the next meeting. 
 
(4) The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings.  In the event of his absence, or at 
his direction, the Vice-Chairperson shall preside over meetings. 
 
(5)  In the event of the permanent incapacitation or removal from the LCB of the 
Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson, a new Chairperson will be nominated by the DOPA, or 
a new Vice-Chairperson elected from the membership at the next scheduled meeting. 
 
(6) The Chairperson shall be the only person to sign all correspondence or to       
delegate letter preparation to staff. 
 

1.06 REGULAR LCB MEETINGS 
 
(1) LCB meetings shall be held at least quarterly or on an as-needed basis at a       
date, time and place to be designated by the Chairperson. The Chairperson, or Vice-
Chairperson when acting on behalf of the Chairperson, may change regular meeting dates 
and times to accommodate desirable changes due to holidays or other reasons. 
 
(2) In the event that the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson acting on behalf of the 
Chairperson wishes to cancel or change the meeting time of a regular meeting, advance 
notice of such cancellation or change shall be given by mail or telephone at least three (3) 
working days before such meeting was to have taken place. 
 
(3) No less than seven (7) days prior to a regular LCB meeting, notices and       
tentative agendas shall be sent to the members of the LCB and local media services and a 
legal advertisement published in the local newspaper. 
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1.07 EMERGENCY LCB MEETINGS 
 
(1) An emergency meeting of the LCB may be called by the Chairperson when, in 
his/her opinion, an emergency exists which required immediate action by the LCB.  
When such a meeting is called, each LCB member will be notified, stating the date, hour 
and place of the meeting and the purpose for which it is called, and no other business 
shall be transacted at that meeting.  At least twenty-four (24) hour advance notice of such 
emergency meeting shall be given before the meeting is held. 
 
(2) If, after reasonable diligence, it becomes impossible to give notice to each 
member, such failure shall not affect the legality of the emergency meeting if a quorum 
(one-half of the voting membership, plus one) is present. The minutes of each emergency 
meeting shall show that proper notice was given to each member of the LCB, or shall 
show a waiver of notice. 
 

1.08 PUBLIC HEARINGS AND WORKSHOPS 
 
(1) Public Hearings and workshops may be called by the LCB and may be       
scheduled before, during or after regular meetings at the designated meeting place or may 
be scheduled at other times and places, provided: 
 

(a) The LCB shall give notice of the date, hour and place of the hearing or 
workshop including a statement of the general subject matter to be considered no 
less than ten (10) working days (Or as required by Federal, State Regulations) 
before the event; and 

 
(b) No formal business, for which notice has not been given, shall be 
transacted at such workshops or hearings. 

 

1.09 LCB MEETING AGENDA 
 
(1) There shall be an official agenda for every meeting of the LCB, which shall       
determine the order of business conducted at the meeting. 
 
(2) Requests for agenda changes to any LCB meeting must be received by the 
Chairperson at least three (3) working days prior to the meeting time. 
 
(3) The LCB shall not take action upon any matter, proposal or item of business not 
listed on the official agenda, unless a majority of the voting members present shall have 
first consented to the presentation thereof for consideration and action; however, the 
Chairperson may add new business to the agenda under other business, or reports. 
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(4) No agenda item listed on the agenda for public hearing or vote thereon may be 
deferred until a later time unless a majority of the voting members present shall vote in 
favor of such deferral. 
 
(5) The agenda shall be prepared by the DOPA staff. 
 

1.10 LCB MOTIONS 
 
(1) All actions of the LCB shall be by motion as follows: 
 

(a) Endorsement of transportation disadvantaged plans and programs and
 amendments thereto; 
 
   (b) Endorsement of goals and objectives; 
 
   (c) Endorsement of policy directives: 
 
   (d) Approval of administrative matters including directive or authorizations 
 of the Chairperson, LCB Subcommittees, or the technical staff; 
 

(e) Amendments to the LCB Bylaws subject to the approval of the MPO 
serving as the DOPA; and 

 
(f) Any other matters deemed by the LCB to be of sufficient importance to

 require a motion. 
 
(2) All official and formal motions of the LCB shall be recorded in the minutes and 
kept in the permanent files of the MPO. 
 

1.11 CONDUCT OF LCB MEETINGS 
 
(1) All LCB meetings will be open to the public and members of the press. 
 
(2) Roberts Rules of Order shall be used as a guideline at all meetings. The 
Chairperson shall have the authority to appoint a Parliamentarian to interpret Roberts 
Rules of Order. 
 
(3) One-half of the total voting membership, plus one, of the LCB shall constitute a 
quorum. No official action shall be taken without a quorum. No motion shall be adopted 
by the LCB except upon the affirmative vote of a majority of the voting members present. 
 
(4) Should no quorum attend within fifteen (15) minutes after the hour appointed for 
the meeting of the LCB, the Chairperson or Vice-Chairperson acting in his/her absence 
may adjourn the meeting.  In that event, those members present may, by unanimous 
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agreement, select another hour or day to be readvertised to provide adequate notice.  The 
names of the members present and their action at such meeting shall be recorded in the 
minutes. 
 
(5) All meetings of the LCB shall be conducted in accordance with the following: 
 

(a) The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings at which he/she is present; 
 
   (b) In the absence of the Chairperson, the Vice-Chairperson shall preside; 
 
   (c) The Chairperson shall state every question coming before the LCB and 

announce the position of the LCB on all matters coming before it; 
 

(d) A majority vote of the members present shall govern and conclusively 
determine all questions of order not otherwise covered.  Individual dissent shall 
be recorded and represented as such; 

 
(e) No individual member shall represent an individual opinion to the press. 
State, Federal or local officials or any other party as being the consensus/findings 
of the LCB unless previous discussion and a majority vote was taken at an LCB 
meeting; 

 
(f) The Chairperson shall take the chair at the hour appointed for the meeting, 
and shall call the LCB to order immediately; 

 
(g) In the absence of the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson, the staff 
representative shall determine whether a quorum is present and in that event shall 
call for election of a temporary Chairperson, the temporary Chairperson shall 
relinquish the chair upon conclusion of the business immediately before the LCB; 

 
   (h) Any LCB member who intends to be absent from any LCB meeting shall
 notify the staff of the intended absence as soon as he or she conveniently can; 
 

(i) Any member of the LCB who has conflict of interest on a particular matter 
shall, by these rules, be deemed absent for the purpose of constituting a quorum, 
voting, or for any other purpose; 

 
   (j) Any LCB member who has a disagreement with Committee or Board
 policies shall state it in a letter to the LCB Chairperson and the MPO
 Administrator prior to seeking a resolution; 
 
   (k) The vote upon any resolution, motion or other matter may be a voice vote,
 unless the Chairperson or any member requests that a roll call be taken; 
 
   (l) Upon every roll call vote, the staff representative shall call the roll, 
 tabulate the votes, and announce the results; 
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   (m) The minutes of prior meetings may be approved by a majority of the 
 voting members provided a quorum is present, and upon approval shall
 become the official minutes; 
 

(n) Unless a reading of the minutes of a meeting is requested by a majority of 
the voting LCB members, the minutes shall not be read for approval, provided the 
staff delivers a copy thereof to each LCB member at least seven (7) working days 
prior to the meeting; 

 
   (o) Any citizen who is not on the Committee shall be entitled to be placed
 on the official agenda of a regular meeting of the LCB and be heard
 concerning any matter within the scope of the jurisdiction of the MPO; 
 

(p) Any citizen who is not on the Committee shall be permitted to address the 
LCB on any matter NOT appearing on the official agenda, upon approval by a 
majority of the voting LCB members present; 

 
(q) Any citizen who is not on the Committee shall be entitled as a matter of 
right to address the LCB on any matter listed on the official agenda, which is 
NOT scheduled for public hearing, discussion or debate, upon approval by a 
majority of the voting LCB members present; 

 
   (r) Each person, other than staff members who addresses the LCB shall
 give the following information for the minutes: 
  
  1.  Name 
 
  2.  Address 
 
  3.  Representing 
 

4.  Whether or not he or she is being compensated by the person(s) for 
whom he or she speaks; and whether he or she, or any member of his or 
her immediate family has a personal financial interest in the pending 
matter, other than that set forth in 4, of this section. 

 
(s) All remarks shall be addressed to the LCB as a body and not to any 
member thereof.  No person, other than LCB members and the person having the 
floor, shall be permitted to enter into any discussion, either directly or through a 
member, without permission of the presiding officer.  No question shall be asked 
of a LCB member except through the presiding officer. 
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1.12 LCB SUBCOMMITTEES 
 
(1) LCB Subcommittees may be designated as necessary to investigate and report on 
subject areas of interest to the LCB.  These subcommittees may include, but are not 
limited to: 
 
    (a) Paratransit, Intercounty travel and future public transportation
 development; 
 
    (b) Fare structure and service area need assessment; and 
 
    (c) Directions for future growth and funding sources. 
 
(2) LCB Subcommittees may be designated as necessary to deal with       
administrative and legislative procedures.  These subcommittees may include, but are not 
limited to: 
 
   (a)  Administrative matters (CTC evaluation, etc.); 
 
   (b) Bylaw amendments; and 
 
   (c) Grievance Committee 
 

1.13 LCB ADMINISTRATION 
 
(1) The Engineering Department Director (MPO Administrator) shall be the direct       
liaison between the LCB Chairperson and the MPO serving as the DOPA. 
 
(2) The Engineering Department (MPO) shall serve as the support staff of the LCB. 
 
(3) The staff is responsible for the minutes of all meeting and all notices and       
agendas for future meetings 
 
(4) The staff shall furnish recording capability for all meetings. 
 
(5) The staff will assist the Chairperson in the preparation, duplication and        
distribution of all printed materials necessary for the meetings. 
 
(6) All official actions of the LCB are to be recorded and kept in permanent        
minute files by the staff.  These files shall be open to public inspection during regular 
office hours of the staff office in Stuart, Florida. 
 



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC) QUARTERLY 
PERFORMANCE REPORT  
REQUESTED BY: 
LCB-TD 

PREPARED BY:  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
MTM Quarterly Performance 
Report 

 
BACKGROUND 
MTM, the Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC), is required to provide the LCB-TD 
with a quarterly report on its performance. 
 
ISSUES 
The CTC Performance Report for the period covering the second quarter of FY 2013 (October 1, 
2012 – December 31, 2012) will be presented at the March 4th LCB-TD Meeting for review and 
approval.  Lisa Sanders of MTM will make the presentation. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 

a. Approval of CTC Quarterly Performance Report for the period from October 1st to 
December 31, 2012.   
b. Provide direction 

 
FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. Quarterly Report 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5C 
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 

 

MTM began its annual onsite reviews in the month of October.  Three subcontractors were visited and over 18 
vehicles inspected.  A review of training, policies and procedures and drug testing records were conducted.   
Staff also served as part of the FDOT’s Section 5310 evaluation committee for the Treasure Coast.   
 
MTM partnership with the Center of Independent Living Options (CILO) on the Taxi Voucher Program continued.  
This program provides transportation to members with disabilities once funding has been exhausted from the TD 
Program.   
   
TD and Medicaid recipients are continuing to take advantage of the Gas Mileage Reimbursement Program. The 
amount of savings is reflected later in this report.   
 
In November, staff participated in refresher training on State policies and procedures.  The training curriculum 
included topics such as customer etiquette, incident management reporting, reporting late pick-ups and drop off 
(PUDO) times, scheduling transportation for individuals with physical, cognitive, and behavioral needs and 
reporting fraud, waste and abuse to the Ombudsman.   
 
Staff was asked to participate in a Dialysis Research Study that will look into the impact dialysis transportation 
has on CTCs and other transit operators.  Michael Audino, with the Center of Urban Transportation Research 
(CUTR) is conducting this research and will provide a report which will be shared with the Board once complete.     
 
After receiving several requests for transportation, MTM staff visited the Tequesta area to assess the need.  
There is a 55 + community just behind Jonathan Dickerson Park, which houses about 500 residents.  Many 
haven’t any means of transportation and neither are they served by public transportation or TD.  Members are 
interested in traveling to the grocery store, Wal-mart and the pharmacy. MTM has been invited to their HOA 
Meeting in February to assess the need and discuss transportation options.   
 

Medical Transportation Management, Inc.  
Quarterly Report  

(October 1, 2012 – December 31, 2012)  
Martin County 

Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged – (LCB-TD) 
 

Executive Summary– March 4, 2013 
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The purpose of this summary report is to provide a monthly progress report on Martin County’s TD and Medicaid 
Program. This report covers the period of October 1, 2012 – December 31, 2012.   

 
         Volume 

This quarter a total of 2,796 calls were received, with a total of 2,729 answered. The average abandonment rate 
was 1.02, which is below MTM’s goal of 5%.    

 
Trip Leg Requests 
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD)

   

: This quarter a total of 2,488 trips legs were completed, which is 55 less trips 
provided than last quarter.  

Medicaid Transportation Service:

 

 This quarter a total of 2,747 trips legs were completed, which is 361 more trips 
provided than last quarter.  

Public Transportation 
New Freedom Saturday Service
MTM staff continues to refer TD and Medicaid members to public transit, whenever possible.      

: This quarter a total of 573 trips were provided, which is a 126 more than last quarter.   

 
Stretcher Trips 
Stretcher Trips
 

: None.   

Complaints  
This quarter there were (0) TD complaints and (3) Medicaid complaints.  The breakout of the complaints is as follows: 
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD): 0  
Medicaid Services
 

: Internal Complaint – 2, Provider No-Show - 1 

Reports 
Monthly Reports
 

: All reports were submitted to the CTD by the 10th of every month.   
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Network Management 
Onsite Visits
 

:  Three (3) on-sites were conducted this quarter.   

Vehicle Inspections
1. We Care 

: 18 vehicles were inspected during this period. The inspections were conducted on  

2. BTS 
3. A-Z Taxi  

 
 
Upcoming meetings  
March 4: LCB-TD Meeting 
March 5: TD Legislative Day 
March 13: Martin County Interagency Meeting 
March 13: Senior Networking Meeting 
March 14: Indiantown Interagency Meeting 

 
March 19: TCN Meeting 
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Key Transportation Statistics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                              
 
 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
                             
                                
  *Transportation Statistics include both TD and Medicaid services 

  Oct. 
2012 

Nov.     
2012 

Dec.    
2012 

Total Costs 28,396 30,659 30,555 

Trip legs by 
mode 

1,921 1,703 1,611 

Cost Per Trip $14.78 $18.00 $18.96 
Ambulatory 
(Sedan/van) 

1,373 1,204 1,184 

Wheelchair van 542 499 427 
Stretcher 0 0 0 

Mileage Reimb. 47 48 33 

Calls received 1,149 844 803 
Calls answered 1,122 828 779 
Calls abandoned 27 16 24 
Abandonment 
rate 

1.02% 1.01% 1.03% 

Speed to answer 
(seconds) 

19 17 25 

Trip Denials - TD 0 0 0 

Trip Denials - 
Medicaid 

1 1 1 

Total 
Complaints  

1 1 1 

Provider no-
show 

0 1 0 

Timeliness 0 0 0 
Provider service 
quality 

0 0 0 

Driver behavior 0 0 0 
Internal 
complaint 

1 0 1 

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 
Complaints %  0.00% 0.00% 0.16% 

Member no-
shows 

13 10 2 
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Transportation Provider Report –TD Services 
 

 
Public Transit Ambulatory Public Entity Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Oct-12 0 668 0 263 0 931 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)   155   44   199 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)   8   10   18 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY   202       202 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (2) INDIANTOWN TRIPS   2       2 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)   85   70   155 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)   46   22   68 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)   4       4 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)   142   55   197 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (2)INDTWN   24   12   36 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY       48   48 

WE CARE (3) OUT OF COUNTY       2     

 

 
Public Transit Ambulatory Public Entity Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Nov-12 0 550 0 230 0 780 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)   136   46   182 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)   4       4 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY   162       162 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (2) INDIANTOWN TRIPS   2       2 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)   90   122   212 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)   50   36   86 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)   8       8 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)   94   2   96 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY   4   24   28 
 

 
Public Transit Ambulatory Public Entity Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Dec-12 0 572 0 205 0 777 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)   131   50   181 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)   4   7   11 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY   178       178 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (3) OUT OF COUNTY   2       2 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)   193   118   311 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)   54   26   80 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)   6       6 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)   2       2 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (2)INDTWN   2       2 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY       4   4 
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 Transportation Provider Report –Medicaid Services 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Public Transit Gas Ambulatory Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Nov-12 5 39 654 263 0 923 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)     59 100   159 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)     12 26   38 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (OUT OF CNTY)     20 8   28 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY     242     242 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (2) INDIANTOWN TRIPS     2     2 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (3) OUT OF COUNTY     66     66 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)     91 77   168 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)     4 8   12 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)     70     70 

MARTIN COUNTY MILEAGE RIEMBURSE   39       6 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)     68 38   106 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (2)INDTWN     16     16 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (3)     4 2   6 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY       4     
 

 
Public Transit Gas Ambulatory Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Oct-12 3 36 705 279 0 990 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)     102 92   194 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)     6 22   28 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (OUT OF CNTY)     19 2   21 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY     249     249 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (2) INDIANTOWN TRIPS     2     2 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (3) OUT OF COUNTY     104     104 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)     59 40   99 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)     21 4   25 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)     64     64 

MARTIN COUNTY MILEAGE RIEMBURSE   36       6 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)     77 83   160 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (2)INDTWN     2 2   4 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (3)       6   6 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY       28     
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Public Transit Gas Ambulatory Wheelchair Stretcher Grand Total 

Dec-12 0 29 612 222 0 834 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (IN COUNTY)     58 104   162 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (INDTWN)     21 8   29 

ARC OF MARTIN COUNTY (OUT OF CNTY)     21     21 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (1) IN COUNTY     235     235 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (2) INDIANTOWN TRIPS     8     8 

A-Z TAXI PLUS (3) OUT OF COUNTY     72     72 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (1)     102 96   198 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (2)     26 6   32 

BROWARD TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT (3)     62 6   68 

MARTIN COUNTY MILEAGE RIEMBURSE    29 1     1 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (1)     6 2   8 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (2)INDTWN           0 

MEDI-WHEELS OF PALM BEACH (3)           0 

WE CARE (1) IN COUNTY             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
VETERANS TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNITY LIVING INITIATIVE UPDATE  
REQUESTED BY: 
LCB-TD BOARD 

PREPARED BY:  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
None 

 
BACKGROUND 
St. Lucie County submitted a grant application to the Veterans Transportation and Community 
Living Initiative (VTCLI) to provide funding for a “One Click One Call” center.  The application 
states that this funding is needed to put in place the necessary infrastructure, to recruit providers 
and community-based organizations, and to market the program to the veteran community.    St. 
Lucie County Board of County Commissioners was awarded $454,000 to construct a “One Click 
One Call” center. 
 
ISSUES 
FDOT will provide and update regarding the VTCLI process.  St. Lucie County staff will be 
available for questions regarding FTA’s response to the VTCLI application. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
None 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
To Be Determined. 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. FTA letter for VTCLI to Martin County.pdf 
 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5D 
 
 



U.S. Department 

of Transportation 
Federal Transit 
Administration 

REGION IV 
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Mississippi, 
North Carolina, Puerto 
Rico, South Carolina , 
Tennessee, Virgin Islands 

January 28, 2013 

Ms. Natasha Serra 
St. Lucie County Housing and Community Services 
437 No. ih Street 
Fort Pierce, FL 34950-2912 

RE: VTCLI Grant Application- St. Lucie County (Recipient ID: 1024) 

Dear Ms. Serra: 

230 Peachtree St., N.W., 
Suite 800 
Atlanta , GA 30303 
404-865-5600 
404-865-5605 (fax) 

RECEIVED BY 

FEB - 7 2013 
St Lucie County 

Housing & Community 
Services 

FTA has reviewed your questions regarding St. Lucie County's Veterans Transportation and Community 
Living Initiative grant application. The two projects referenced are as follows: 

Program Earmark ID Draft Number 

5309, VTCLI D2012-BUSP-005 FL-VTCLI-5309 

5312, VTCLI D201 l-NATR-01 l FL-VTCLI-5312 

Your questions and FTA's responses are outlined below: 

1) Does Martin County need to change its TIP for St. Lucie County to apply for and receive the 
VTCLI grant? 

Martin County is not required to revise their Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP). Because St. Lucie 
County is acting as the direct recipient of the Federal grant, the revisions reflected in the St. Lucie TIP are 
sufficient. 

2) Do the objectives of the Veterans grant duplicate the tasks of the Community Transportation 
Coordinators (CTC's)? 

The Veterans grant initiative should not be viewed as a duplication of the objectives of the CTC. The One
Call/One-Click program should be considered an extension of current services to Veterans (especially by 
including them in the Transportation Planning process). VTCLI funds should be used to enhance overall 
capacity by improving coordination of Veterans transportation services across counties. 

3) Page six of the original grant application indicates that MTM (Medical Transportation 
Management) provides fixed route services in Martin County; that was a mistake; it is actually MV 
Transportation, Inc., a local private transportation service. Does the fact that there was a 
typographical error on page six of the original grant application referencing who provided fixed route 



services in Martin County affect the receipt of the VTCLI-11 grant funds? 

This error should not pose a problem. Please outline corrections clearly in your TEAM application. 

4) Page six of the original grant application also states that JARC/NF will be utilized to support the 
first two years of funding for the One-Call/One-Click Center. While this is true, it is misleading. The 
TCN (Transportation Coordination Network) will work with any agency or recipient of JARC/NF 
funding. Talks amongst CTC's in Martin and St. Lucie Counties transpired, but the conclusion was 
reached that all agencies should be able to go out for bid. Regardless of who receives JARC/NF, the 
One-Call /One-Click Center (OCOC) is to be a clearing house on transportation providers. This is 
basically the goal of the OCOC, so discussing operational funding is irrelevant here, though it was 
explored. Does the fact that we expressly stated that JARC/NF funding would be utilized to support 
the first two years of funding, when in fact that process is subject to the Request for Procurement 
(RFP) processes of the UZA (Martin & St. Lucie Counties), affect the receipt of the VTCLI-11 grant 
fund even though we intend on working with whoever the recipients of JARC/NF are? 

This change should not pose a problem. Please outline your revised funding plan clearly in your TEAM 
application. 

5) To clarify, Martin County Veterans organizations were approached in regards to obtaining Letters 
of Support and assistance in conducting Needs Assessment should we receive the grant. When 
referencing support from Martin County, this is the support we are speaking of. Is support from the 
Veterans' Organizations within both counties sufficient to address NOFA requirements as they apply 
to obtaining (letters of) support for the VTCLI initiative, or did we need to obtain support from 
political officials involved in administering St. Lucie and Martin County Veterans benefits in order to 
proceed with seeking VTCLI-11 funds? 

FTA views declared support from organizations and officials involved with the transportation planning and 
Veterans services in a given area as an important component of the VTCLI initiative. Please continue to 
work to obtain these letters, and be sure to attach them to your TEAM application. 

The next step toward the obligation of these VTCLI funds is to complete your applications in the TEAM 
system. When you have entered your drafts, please notify the Region IV VTCLI contact, Richelle Gosman, 
and she will provide further guidance for submitting the application correctly. Should you have any further 
questions or concerns, please contact Richelle Gosman at (404) 865-5478 or richelle.gosman@dot.gov. 

)Si::~~ 
ette G. Taylor, Ph.D. 
gional Administrator 



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
FY 2012 JARC/NF FUNDS FOR THE PSL UZA  
REQUESTED BY: 
Florida Commission for the 
Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

PREPARED BY:  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
None 

 
BACKGROUND 
On February 8, 2013 the selection committee met to rank the proposals for the FY 2012 
JARC/NF funds for the PSL UZA.  The total funds available are $344,835 for JARC projects and 
$253,118 for New Freedom projects. Funds can be used for capital, operating, and administrative 
expenses.  Martin County and St. Lucie County will utilize a 38/62 split for funds. 
 
ISSUES 
In Martin County, MTM was the only proposer with two projects.  First MTM proposed a 
Volunteer Program with a total project cost of $140,000.  The second project is a Regional South 
County Program with a total project cost of $131,569.68. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
Recommendation 

a. Staff recommends that the Board approve the selection committee’s decision of fund 
allocation. 

 
FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
None 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5E 
 
 



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC) SELECTION 
COMMITTEE  
REQUESTED BY: 
Florida Commission for the 
Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

PREPARED BY:  
Beth Beltran /  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
None 

 
BACKGROUND 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) are required to complete a formal Request for 
Proposal (RFP) process to select and recommend to the Florida TD Commission, a designated 
Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC).  As defined by Chapter 427, F.S., the designated 
CTC has the responsibility to ensure that coordinated transportation services are provided to the 
transportation disadvantaged population in the designated service area. Responsibilities of a CTC 
are more fully described under Rule 41-2 of the Florida Administrative Code. 
 
 
ISSUES 
The current CTC for Martin County is Medial Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM). The 
Memorandum of Agreement between the Florida TD Commission and MTM is scheduled to 
expire June 30, 2013. 
 
A copy of the RFP No. 2013-2603 is attached.  Martin County received one proposal from 
MTM.  A RFP Selection Committee was created and met on Monday, February 25th to discuss 
to role of the Martin County CTC.  The results will be presented at the March 4th LCB-TD 
meeting. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
Recommendation 

a. Provide direction. 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
CTCs are entitled to receive Transportation Disadvantaged funds, Medicaid funds, and local 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5F 
 
 



 

funds required as match for some of these funds; in order to coordinate and provide services to 
the populations that these funds are meant to target. 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

a. RFP_2013-2603.pdf 
b. RFP_2013-2603 Addendum.pdf 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) # 2013-2603 

  
Martin County Board of County Commissioners 
2401 S.E. Monterey Road 
Stuart, Florida  34996 
(772) 288-5481 
E-mail:  pur_div@martin.fl.us 
www.martin.fl.us 
 
The Board of County Commissioners, Martin County, Florida, will receive sealed proposals for: 
 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC)  
FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED PROGRAM 

 
Sealed proposals will be received by the Information Desk on the 1st Floor at the address above until 
2:00 PM local time, on Wednesday, February 20, 2013.  Proposals received after the designated time 
and date may not be considered.  
 
The basic proposal document is available at www.martin.fl.us .  Click on “Bids and Contracts” 
 
Proposers must register with www.demandstar.com in order to receive all documents and notification of 
addenda  
 
Martin County is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.  
 
By order of the Board of County Commissioners of Martin County, Florida. 
 
 
Publish:  The Stuart News   1/18/13 
 Florida Administrative Weekly 1/18/13 
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LIST OF CONTENTS 
 
 
This document includes: 
 

A. Scope of Services 
B. Instructions to Proposers 
C. Additional Information 
D. Sample Contract 
E. Sample Memorandum of Understanding 

 
 

Proposers must register with www.demandstar.com in order to receive all bid documents and 
notification of addenda.  
 
Three (3) paper copies and one (1) PDF copy on a CD of the following documents must be submitted. 

 
1. Proposal containing all information requested in Section II (maximum 75 pages) 
2. Proposer’s Qualification Statement (Exhibit A) 
3. Standard Assurances (Exhibit B) 
4. Certification Regarding Debarment (Exhibit C) 
5. Equal Opportunity Workplace Certification (Exhibit D) 
6. Certification of Drug-Free Workplace (Exhibit E) 
7. Sworn Statement on Public Entity Crimes (Exhibit F) 
 
 

 
Prohibited Communications:  Potential bidders shall not communicate in any way with the Board of 
Commissioners, County Administrator, or any County staff, other than Purchasing personnel, from the 
time of bid advertisement through, and including, bid award except during scheduled pre-bid meetings.   
Such communication shall result in disqualification. 

Page 2 of 37
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A. SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization is seeking Requests for Proposals (RFPs) from agencies and 
firms to coordinate transportation services for the transportation disadvantaged in Martin County, 
Florida.   It is intended that the selected agency/firm will be recommended as the designated Community 
Transportation Coordinator (CTC) to the Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
(CTD).   If approved by the CTD, the selected agency/firm will operate as the CTC for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged system, as authorized by Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and more fully 
described in Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code.   
 
The CTD delegated the functions of transportation disadvantaged planning to the Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (MPO).  The MPO provides staff support to an appointed Transportation Disadvantaged 
Coordinating Board and recommends to the Commission, the agency/firm that will assume CTC 
responsibilities.   
 
The CTC is defined by Chapter 427, FS, as a transportation entity recommended by the designated 
official planning agency (i.e., the MPO) to ensure that coordinated transportation services are provided 
to the transportation disadvantaged population in a designated service area.  The CTC has full 
responsibility for the delivery of transportation services for those persons who are of physical or mental 
disability, income status or age, are unable to transport themselves, purchase transportation and are, 
therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access to doctor appointments, employment, education, 
shopping, social activities or other life sustaining activities or who are handicapped or high risk or at risk 
as defined in Section 411.202, FS. 
  
 
I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

1. The Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) will recommend to the CTD the 
Proposer whose qualifications and response is determined to be in the best interests of the 
transportation disadvantaged population, Martin MPO, and the State of Florida.   

 
2. Proposers responding to this request shall bear all costs and expenses associated with its 

preparation.  No claims shall be submitted to Martin MPO for preparation or presentation of 
proposals. 

 
3. The issuance of this RFP constitutes an invitation to present proposals from qualified and 

experienced proposers.  Martin MPO reserves the right to determine, in its sole discretion, 
whether any aspect of the statement of proposal satisfactorily meets the criteria established in 
this RFP, the right to seek clarification from any proposer submitting proposals, the right to 
solicit proposals with any proposer or proposers submitting a response, and the right to reject any 
or all responses with or without cause. Martin MPO also reserves the right to modify the scope to 
be considered for this project.  In the event that this RFP is withdrawn by Martin MPO, or that 
the MPO does not proceed for any reason, Martin MPO shall have no liability to any proposer 
for any costs or expenses incurred in connection with the preparation and submittal of this RFP 
or otherwise.   
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4. Governing Law.  The CTC shall be bound by the provisions of the Florida law relating to 
transportation disadvantaged programs.  The provision of Florida laws existing at the time of 
execution of contract between the CTC and the Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged shall prevail over the terms of the contract unless informed otherwise by the 
Commission for the Transportation on Disadvantaged.  The CTC specifically agrees to be bound 
by the provisions of Chapter 427, Florida Statutes and Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code, 
as they may be changed from time to time; provided, however the CTC may request relief if 
changes in said laws materially alter the cost of providing services.   
 

5. No Lobbying Provision.  All proposers are hereby placed on formal notice that no members of 
Martin MPO staff or Board, the Local Coordinating Board for Transportation Disadvantaged 
(LCB-TD), Martin County employees or Board of County Commissioners, the RFP Review 
Committee, or Commissioners or staff of the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged, 
are to be lobbied either individually or collectively concerning this project.  Proposers and their 
agents who intend to submit a proposal for these services are hereby placed on formal notice that 
they are not to contact members of Martin MPO for negotiations, dinners, lunches, or any other 
actions that may be interpreted as potentially influencing the results of this process.  Failure to 
comply with this requirement shall result in an immediate disqualification of such parties by 
Martin MPO from further consideration for this proposal.   
 

6. The proposer selected and awarded a CTC contract, shall maintain auditable records concerning 
the procurement adequate to account for all receipts and expenditures, and to document 
compliance with the specifications.  The records shall be kept in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting methods, and Martin MPO and the Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged reserve the right to determine the record-keeping method required in the event of 
non-conformity.  These records shall be maintained for five (5) years after completion of the 
project and shall be readily available to the MPO and Commission personnel with reasonable 
notice, and to other persons in accordance with the Florida Public Disclosure Statutes.   
 

  
A. HISTORY OF MARTIN COUNTY’S COORDINATED SYSTEM 

 
Coordination has been in effect in Martin County since 1991.  The latest Memorandum of 
Agreement was executed on January 1, 2009 with Medical Transportation Management (MTM).  
Martin MPO prepared and submitted a resolution and letter to the Florida TD Commission on 
September 18, 2008 recommending Medical Transportation Management.   
 
Martin County’s total population is approximately 147,495 with approximately 72,000 
individuals in the TD population. During fiscal year 2011/2012, MTM provided 39,557 total 
trips.  Martin County’s Transportation Disadvantaged program serves clients from various 
agencies, such as Helping People Succeed, Advocates for the Rights of the Challenged (ARC), 
and more.     
 
Funding 
Funding from the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund for FY’ 11/12 for the CTC in Martin 
County was $200,187 and the Medicaid Non-Emergency Transportation Program funding for 
FY’ 11/12 was $210,344. 
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B. PROFFESSIONAL SERVICES REQUIRED 

 
The performance standards and scope of work that are the responsibility of the designated CTC 
are partly described below and will include those standards and scope of work described in Rule 
41-2.011, Florida Administrative Code.  The following is a summary of the responsibilities that 
the CTC will be expected to perform: 

 
1. The CTC shall enter into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Florida 

Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged. This will be a five year contract and shall 
be subject to an annual review and evaluation. The MOA shall be signed prior to initiation of 
transportation service by the designated CTC. A sample copy of the MOA is provided. 
 

2. The CTC shall coordinate the delivery of transportation services which meet the 
transportation needs identified in the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan (TDSP) 
resulting in the best service at optimal cost.   
 

3. The CTC, in a cooperative effort with the MPO and LCB-TD, shall prepare a service plan 
that provides information needed by the Board to continually review and assess 
transportation disadvantaged service delivery and needs for the service area.  The Service 
Plan must be completed no later than 120 calendar days after the CTD officially designates 
the CTC.   
 

4. The CTC shall maintain an accounting system in accordance with accounting procedures 
adopted by the CTD.  The Commission’s current policy is “Rural Transportation Accounting 
– A Model Uniform Accounting System for Rural and Specialized Transportation Providers”.   
(Copies available upon request) 
 

5. The CTC shall submit an Annual Operating Report (AOR) to the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged by September 15th of each year, with a copy provided to the 
MPO.  The CTC must submit this report to the LCB-TD for review prior to submitting to the 
CTD.  
 

6. The CTC shall assure compliance with applicable Drug and Alcohol, Equal Employment 
Opportunity, Section 504 Federal Regulations, Americans with Disabilities Act, Title VI, 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise, and safety and insurance requirements which are federal, 
state or local laws, or adopted policies of the Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged program requirements. 
 

7. The CTC, with guidance from the LCB-TD and the MPO, shall develop Purchase of Service 
Contracts and Coordination Contracts, as needed. 
 

8. The CTC will be responsible for screening applicants for the TD Program. 
 

9. The CTC shall provide reservation services.  The CTC will provide the acquisition and 
maintenance of the necessary software, hardware, and its database to perform this task.  The 
CTC shall also be responsible for assigning trips to the contracted operators.   
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10. The CTC shall undergo an annual evaluation conducted by the MPO and LCB-TD in order to 

assess the CTC’s performance relative to the standards established by the CTD and the LCB-
TD.  The evaluation tools used to assess the CTC’s performance include: modules from the 
“Evaluation Workbook for Community Transportation Coordinators and Providers in 
Florida” developed by the CTD; user surveys of the coordinated system; and a review of the 
success of the CTC in fulfilling the goals and objectives adopted by the LCB-TD in the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 
 

11. The CTC shall attend all LCB-TD Meetings and subcommittee meetings to provide 
information, answer questions and respond to individual or agency concerns about the 
service. 
 

12. The CTC will be responsible for monitoring the system to ensure that service to the clients is 
provided in a safe, reliable, efficient manner, investigating any problems and issues that arise 
and providing customer service (information, complaints, and recommendations). 
 

13. The CTC shall incorporate the LCB-TD “Complaint and Grievance Procedure” into its 
administrative procedures.  The CTC shall be responsible for the monitoring and reporting of 
complaints, grievances, and recommendations. 
 

14. The CTC shall identify record and report to the LCB-TD on a monthly basis at a minimum:  
complaints (number and type for all trips), non-sponsored grant summary (including trip 
number and monthly expenditure); trip purpose for non-sponsored program; and trip count 
summary by agency.  The LCB-TD or MPO may request additional data as needed.   
 

15. The CTC shall maintain a designated manager for the service area who is authorized to make 
all day-to-day decisions on operations. 
 

16. The CTC shall maintain sufficient office staff to perform all required administrative 
activities.     
 

17. The CTC shall integrate the use of school buses and public transit when possible and cost 
effective, into the transportation disadvantaged service. 
 

18. The CTC shall pay the contracted operators for all authorized, completed trips I accordance 
with Chapter 287.0585, Florida Statutes. 

 
  
II. PROPOSAL CONTENTS – COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR 
 
The following scope of work will be required as the Community Transportation Coordinator.  Please 
address each area discussed below.  Where required, please provide resumes, examples of reports, 
specifications or other relevant material to support the proposal and qualifications.  The proposal shall 
be limited to 75 pages. 
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A. SCOPE OF WORK - Demonstration of experience and ability to coordinate transportation 
services for disadvantaged persons. 

 
1. Cover letter/transmittal of proposal including e-mail address of person to be notified of 

shortlist and/or award, manually and duly signed by an authorized corporate officer, 
principal, or partner.  Include physical address of primary firm. (2 page limit) 
 

2. Submit a plan describing the proposed coordination and delivery of transportation services to 
meet the transportation-disadvantaged needs in the service area.  This plan shall address the 
needs identified in the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan (TDSP).  The procedure 
for completing the TDSP is available upon request.   

 
3. Describe the agency/firm’s experience with developing a Service Plan and the number of 

Memorandum of Agreement previously entered into and with whom. 
 
4. Describe the procedure used from the time a call requesting a trip is received by a CTC 

through mailing a bill to the purchasing/funding agency.  This shall include, but not be 
limited to, handling of call, establishing driver routing sheets, recording actual trips provided 
by agency and preparation of an agency invoice.  Indicate the computer software that will be 
used to performs these tasks and provide examples of manifests, invoices, etc.   

 
5. Describe how the agency/firm has and will continue to satisfy provisions of Section 504 of 

the Rehabilitation Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and other applicable federal, 
state and local requirements governing handicapped accessibility, throughout the life of the 
Agreement. 

 
6. Describe the agency/firm’s experience in coordinating multi-agency transportation needs, 

documentation of reduced per trip cost resulting from coordination, ability to apply for 
transportation grants and contracts and efficiently manage the contracts and accounting 
procedures to document individual trips and agency costs. 

 
7. Describe the agency/firm’s experience in coordinating multi-agency resources, including 

ability to negotiate school bus use, coordinate with public transit systems, subcontract with 
private sector operators and work with governmental agencies to maximize use of agency 
resources and improve coordinated transportation for the transportation disadvantaged. 

 
 

B. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 
1. The CTC will be responsible for developing a program to ensure that the coordinated system 

provides high quality of service for its users.  Describe the quality improvement plan for the 
CTC and the contracted operators. 

 
2. Describe the agency/firm’s procedure for providing customer service.  Describe how the 

following will be monitored and reported: trip scheduling; complaints/recommendations; no-
shows; cancellations; trip denials; and unmet demand. 
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3. Describe vehicle maintenance schedules for daily checks, weekly and monthly checks, and 
scheduled preventative maintenance schedules.   

 
4. The CTC will be required to obtain input from the users of the system, either through a rider 

committee, surveys, or other techniques suggested by the MPO, LCB-TD or TD 
Commission.  Describe your approach to how this can best be achieved. 

 
 

C. MANAGEMENT RESOURCES 
 

1. Provide the agency/firm organizational structure, name of resident manager (proposed) and 
relevant experience of manager and key office personnel.  Resumes are requested.  State the 
number of persons and the general job descriptions needed to coordinate the transportation 
disadvantaged services.   
 

2. Describe agency/firm local knowledge of the “Service Area” including a summary of the 
number of years of business in the area, and local knowledge of staff including drivers, 
reservationists and operations manager. 

 
3. Please indicate the years of experience of the agency/firm proposing to be the CTC and at 

least three (3) names, addresses, and phone numbers of references that can verify experience. 
 
4. Names, addresses and phone numbers of any proposed subcontractors and their role in this 

contract. 
 
5. Please indicate the agency/firm proposed type of coordinated service. 
 

a. Full Brokerage 
b. Partial Brokerage 
c. Coordinator/Operator 

 
  

D. ESTABLISHED COORDINATOR PROGRAMS FOR TRANSPORTATION 
OPERATORS 

 
1. Describe the process for contracting with operators to provide the delivery of service.  

Include the process for procurement and the method of trip assignment.   
 
2. Describe the procedure to be used monitor operators, in accordance with Chapter 14-90, 

F.A.C. for: 
 

a. driver screening, selection, and training 
b. first aid training for employees 
c. vehicle safety inspection and maintenance training 
d. comprehensive transportation coordination techniques 
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3. Provide a statement of how your agency/firm will comply with federal and state laws or 
Commission policies relating to alcohol and drug testing and drug education to maintain a 
drug-free workplace. 

 
4.  Describe the criteria and processes used to evaluate employee performance; including 

drivers, employment procedures, EEO Policy, DBE policy, personnel training procedures, 
personnel discipline procedures, and termination policies. 

 
5. Describe the company training policies and experience relating to sensitivity training in 

transportation of elderly, disabled, and other disadvantaged persons. 
 
6.  In the event of vehicle breakdown or no-show driver, describe the procedure used to operate 

transportation on-time and as scheduled. 
 
 

E. FINANCIAL CAPACITY TO UNDERTAKE PROJECT 
 

1. Provide a description of agency/firm’s financial and capital assets and include a copy of the 
latest financial audit prepared by an independent auditor or Certified Public Accountant 
(CPA).  Include a statement regarding the agency/firm ability to acquire additional capital 
equipment that may be required to provide this service.   

 
2. Describe agency/firm’s accounting, invoicing and reporting procedures that are to be used to 

meet the reporting requirements of the Annual Operating Report to the Commission for the 
Transportation Disadvantaged, and monthly and operating invoicing required by the LCB-
TD and the MPO. 

 
3. Provide a detailed financial plan for the service specified, including a detailed proposed 

annual budget showing expected revenues by source and expenditures, as detailed in the 
Finance Plan and of the MOA.  The finance plan shall be sufficiently detailed so that a Fully 
Allocated Cost can be determined and fees to be charged per trip for management services 
can be identified. 

 
4. Due to the payment schedule to the purchasing agencies, the CTC must have the ability to 

have a 45-day cash reserve based on the estimated proposed annual budget.  Please show 
documents that the reserve is available and will be utilized for the Martin County’s 
transportation disadvantaged services.   

 
5. Provide a recommendation to serve the unmet demand for transportation disadvantaged 

services.  Provide the number and types of vehicles that are needed to meet the unmet needs.   
 
6. Please include Plan describing the process to be followed for the timely installation of capital 

and management resources to initiate start-up on July 1, 2013. 
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III. EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Each proposal submitted will be evaluated by the Technical Evaluation Committee on the listed 
criteria. 
 
Criteria Point Value 

Responsiveness to Scope of Work – Section II.A 25 

Quality Assurance – Section II.B 15 

Management Resources – Section II.C 15 

Coordination Section II.D 20 

Financial Capacity – Section II.E 20 

Local Knowledge 5 

Total 100 

 
 DBE participation is encouraged, but no additional points will be given for this.  
       

1. A Technical Evaluation Committee composed of individuals having technical and planning 
experience with coordination of transportation disadvantaged service will review each proposal.  
Each Evaluation Committee member will assign a numerical ranking for each proposal in each of 
the evaluation areas.  Scores will be totaled and presented to the Local Coordinating Board for 
the Transportation Disadvantaged (LCB-TD), which will then provide their recommendation to 
the MPO.  Committee members will assure that each proposal has been rated fairly, impartially, 
and comprehensively.  The proposer is bound by information submitted in the proposal, which is 
considered accurate and will be relied upon in the MPO making the selection.   The Selection 
Committee may require some or all of the vendors to provide additional information in the form 
of a presentation and question and answer session with the Committee prior to making a 
recommendation. 

 
2. Upon approval by the CTD, the CTC will operate under a one year probation period.  After 

completing the one year probation period, the CTC will undergo an evaluation, by the LCB-TD, 
under the CTD guidelines.  If a favorable evaluation is received, the CTC may enter into two (2) 
additional two year renewal contract.  After five (5) years total, Martin MPO and the LCB-TD 
will initiate a Request for Proposal to provide other agencies/firms an opportunity to be 
designated the Community Transportation Coordinator. 

 
IV. INDEMNITY 
 
The successful CTC shall indemnify and hold harmless Martin MPO, Martin County, and their agents, 
employees, and Boards from and against all claims, demands, actions or suits for, injury, sickness, 
disease or death to CTC employees or other persons, or damage to property, including loss of use 
thereof, including attorney’s fees, arising out of or resulting from the performance of the CTC’s 
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obligations under this contract award.  The CTC is an independent contractor.  The CTC agrees to 
defend, on behalf of Martin MPO, Martin County Engineering Department, and Martin County together 
or separately, any suits arising out of any of the aforesaid causes, and to reimburse the Martin MPO, 
Martin County Engineering Department and Martin County for attorney’s fees, settlements, costs, 
judgments, satisfactions, or other expenses incurred by the Martin MPO in any manner connected with 
any suits or claims.  The CTC agrees that its obligation to Martin MPO, Martin County Engineering 
Department and Martin County extends to and includes liability for the sole, contributory, or concurrent 
negligence of the Martin MPO, its employees or agents.  This responsibility shall, include, but shall not 
be limited to, liability for damages resulting from injury or damage to any employee of the CTC, 
regardless of whether the CTC has paid the employee under the provisions of any workmen’s 
compensation laws or similar legislation.   

 
V. APPEALS PROCEDURE 
 
The appeals procedure will be conducted as provided in Sections 120.569 and 120.57(3), Florida 
Statutes, and Rule 28-110, F.A.C.  Failure to file a protest within the time prescribed in law or rule, or to 
follow the procedures in Chapter 120, Florida Statutes, and Chapter 28-110, Florida Administrative 
Code, shall constitute a waiver of proceedings under Chapter 120, Florida Statutes. 
 
Appeals procedure will be conducted as provided in Sections 120.569 and 120.57(3), F.S. and Rule 28-
110, F.A.C.  Failure to file a protest within the time prescribed in law or rule, or to follow the procedures 
in Chapter 120, F.S. and Chapter 28-110, F.A.C., shall constitute a waiver of proceedings under Chapter 
120, F.S.  
 

1. Any person adversely affected by a request for proposal solicitation shall file a notice of protest 
in writing within 72 hours of receipt of the request for proposal and shall file a formal written 
protest within ten (10) days after filing the notice of protest.  The formal written protest shall 
state with particularity the facts and law upon which the protest is based. 

 
2. At the time Martin MPO forwards its recommendations to the Commission for the 

Transportation Disadvantaged, the MPO will notify each person or entity submitting a proposal, 
by certified United States Mail or express delivery, of its recommendation. 
 

3. On the first business day following the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
making the final decision for selecting the Community transportation Coordinator, staff of the 
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged will notify each person or entity submitting a 
proposal, by certified United States Mail or express delivery, of the Commission’s selection of 
the CTC. 
 

4. Any person adversely affected by the intended decision to award a contract or to reject all bids 
shall file a notice of protest in writing within 72 hours after receipt of the notice of intended 
decision if notice is given by certified mail or express delivery. 
 

5. Thereafter, any person or entity which has filed a notice of protest to the final decision of the 
Commission of the Transportation Disadvantaged, shall file a formal written protest and a bond 
within 10 DAYS after filing the notice of protest.  The formal written protest must be in a form 
substantially similar to the form set out in Sec. 28-110.004(2) and must state with particularity 
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the facts and law upon which the protest to the final decision is based.  A bond can be in 
substantially the same form as set out in sec. 28-110.005(2). 
 

6. All notices of protest and formal written protest must be filed with Steve Holmes, Executive 
Director, at the Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged, 605 Suwannee Street, MS-
49, Tallahassee, Florida, 32399-0450.  Filing is completed upon delivery and receipt by the 
above named person.  A protest in not timely filed unless both the notice of protest and the 
formal protest are received within the required time limits.  “Failure to file a protest within the 
time prescribed in Section 120.57(3), Florida Statutes, or failure to post the bond or other 
security required by law within the time allowed for filing a bond shall constitute a waiver of 
proceedings under Chapter 120, Florida Statutes.” 
 

7. A protest is not timely filed unless both the notice of protest and the formal protest are received 
within the required time limits. 
 

8. A written notice of protest which is filed by 5:00 PM on the date on which the 72 hours expires 
shall be timely. 
 

9. In computing the time in which to file a notice of protest or formal protest, the day of the event 
from which the designated period of time begins to run shall not be included.  The last day of the 
period so computed shall be included unless it is a Saturday, Sunday or holiday.  When the 
period of time prescribed is less than seven days intermediate Saturdays, Sundays and holidays 
when the Commission’s offices are closed shall be excluded from the computation. 

 
B. INSTRUCTIONS TO  PROPOSERS 
 

1. Applicants that do not comply with all the above instructions including adhering to the page 
limit or do not include all the requested data may not be considered.   
 

2. Three (3) paper copies and one (1) electronic copy of submittal on CD in PDF format to be 
submitted.  Paper submittal shall be bound by staple or binder clip and shall consist of paper 
only. All binders, plastic separators, non-recyclable material, etc. are prohibited.   Submittals will 
not be evaluated on the aesthetic of the package. 
 

C. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

1. Cone of Silence.  The County prohibits any communication by a Vendor or sub Vendor with 
Selection Committee members or any other employee regarding this Contract outside the 
Purchasing Division including but not limited to the County Administrator and County 
Commissioners about the project during the selection process from the time of advertisement 
until contract award except during public meetings.  Violation of this policy shall result in 
disqualification of the vendor.   
 

2. Contract.  The successful vendor shall be required to enter into the Contract including with this 
RFP and will be required to provide the insurance coverage required in Exhibit C of the 
Contract. 
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3. All questions concerning this selection process or this document, and protests, or appeals of the 
decision of the Selection Committee must be addressed in writing to the Purchasing Division and 
e-mailed to pur_div@martin.fl.us.  Questions shall be received no later than seven (7) calendar 
dates prior to the response opening date.  All questions will be answered via formal addenda in 
writing to all interested parties. 
 

4. The County reserves the right to reject any and all submittals with or without cause, to waive 
technicalities, or to accept those submittals which best serve the interests of the County.  Cost of 
the submittals is considered an operational cost of the Vendor and shall not be passed on to or 
borne by the County.  All submittals shall become public records upon receipt by the County.     

 
5. Submittals may be withdrawn prior to due date by written request dispatched by the Vendor and 

received by the Purchasing Division before the time for receiving Submittals has expired. 
 
6. The County reserves the right to request clarification of information submitted and to request 

additional information of one or more Vendors after the deadline for receipt of Submittals. 
 
7. Costs for preparation of a response to this request are solely those of the Vendor and the County 

assumes no responsibility for any such costs incurred by the Vendor.  The County will not be 
liable for any costs incurred by the Vendor prior to execution of the contract by the parties. 

 
8. Submittals shall be on letter sized paper and shall be printed with a minimum 12 point font.   
 
9. Vendors are instructed NOT to fax their submittal. Faxed submittals shall be rejected as non-

responsive. 
 
10. Vendors must indicate on the outside of their envelope the following: 

• RFP Number & Name 
• Date and time of opening 
• Name and address of Vendor 
 

11. No oral interpretation of this RFP shall be considered binding. The County shall be bound only 
when such statements are written and executed under the authority of the Purchasing Manager.  
Any and all interpretations and any supplemental instructions will be in the form of written 
addendum, which, if issued, will be sent by mail and/or faxed to all registered Vendors at the 
respective locations furnished for such purposes. A copy may be obtained from the Purchasing 
Manager where the documents are to be distributed. Failure of any Vendor to receive such 
addendum shall not relieve said Vendor from any obligation under the RFP submitted. All 
addenda issued shall become part of the Contract Documents. 

 
12. All Submittals must be manually and duly signed by an authorized corporate officer, principal, or 

partner (as applicable) with a signature in full on the Cover Letter/Statement of Interest. Vendors 
who are nonresident corporations shall furnish to the County evidence of their ability to transact 
business in the State of Florida along with their RFP. 
 

13. Submittals that contain any limiting terms and conditions that do not explicitly agree to provide 
the scope in the contract documents may be disqualified. 
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14. The Vendor understands that this RFP does not constitute an agreement or contract with the 
Vendor.  County contracts are awarded only when a fully executed written agreement has been 
returned to the Vendor by the County. 

 
15. Any Vendor who presents in its RFP to the County, any information which is determined by the 

County, in its sole opinion, to be substantially inaccurate, misleading, exaggerated, or incorrect, 
may be disqualified from consideration. 

 
16. All Submittals must be in ink or typewritten. No erasure permitted. Mistakes may be crossed out 

and corrections typed adjacent and must be initialed and dated in ink by person signing the RFP 
documents. All Submittal documents and/or necessary forms must be signed with the firm name 
and by a responsible officer or employee. Obligations assumed by such signature must be 
fulfilled. 
 

17. The Vendor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in the 
performance of this contract.  The Vendor shall carry out applicable requirements of 49 CFR Part 
26 in the award and administration of U.S. Department of Transportation assisted contracts.  
Failure by the Vendor to carry out these requirements is a material breach of the contract which 
may result in the termination of the contract or such other remedy as the recipient deems 
appropriate. 
 

18. It is the policy of the United States, the State of Florida, or the County that small business 
concerns, veteran-owned small business concerns, service-disabled veteran-owned small 
business concerns, HUBZone small business concerns, small disadvantaged business concerns, 
and women-owned small business concerns (hereinafter “small business concerns”) shall have 
the maximum practicable opportunity to participate in performing contracts, including contracts 
and subcontracts.  It is further the policy that its prime contractors establish procedures to ensure 
the timely payment of amounts due pursuant to the terms of their subcontracts with small 
business concerns. The Contractor hereby agrees to carry out this policy in the awarding of 
subcontracts to the fullest extent consistent with efficient contract performance. The Contractor 
further agrees to cooperate in any studies or surveys as may be conducted by the appropriate 
government agency as may be necessary to determine the extent of the Contractor’s compliance 
with this clause.  
 

19. The successful proposer(s) will be required to monitor the performance of his employees on a 
periodic basis while they are assigned to the County.   The successful proposer(s) is required to 
comply with the Immigration Reform Act of 1986 (IRCA) which requires all individuals hired 
after November 6, 1986, to provide employers with proof of citizenship or authorization to work 
in the United States. 

 
20. As required by FS 287.133; "A person or affiliate who has been placed on the convicted vendor 

list following a conviction for Public Entity crime may not submit a bid on a contract to provide 
goods or services to a public entity, may not submit a bid or contract with a public entity for the 
construction or repair of a public building or public work, may not submit bids on leases of real 
property to a public entity, may not be awarded or perform work as a contractor, supplier, 
subcontractor, or Vendor under a contract with a public entity, and may not transact business 
with any public entity in excess of the threshold amount in Section 287.017, for category two for 
a period of thirty-six months from the date of being placed on the convicted vendor list". 
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Questions regarding this statement should be directed to Bureau of State Procurement (904) 488-
8131. 
 

21. It is the policy of Martin County that Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBEs), as defined in 49 CFR 
Part 26, shall have the maximum opportunity to participate in the performance of contracts and 
subcontracts financed in whole or in part with funds derived from the U.S. Department of Transportation, 
Federal Transit Administration (FTA).  Martin County utilizes the Florida Department of Transportation 
(FDOT) Certified Business Directory (BizNet) database to identify all firms eligible to participate as 
DBE’s. https://www3.dot.state.fl.us/EqualOpportunityOffice/biznet/mainmenu.asp  
 
Martin County is not a certifying member of the Unified Certification Program.  The COUNTY 
recognizes the DBE certification from FDOT and other certifying members that are FTA grant 
recipients in the State of Florida. The COUNTY will create a bidders list, consisting of 
information about all DBE and non-DBE firms that bid or quote on DOT-assisted contracts.  
DBEs responding to this RFP shall provide DBE certification information as part of their 
response. 
 

22. Payment will be made by the County in accordance with the requirements of the Local 
Government Prompt Payment Act, F.S. § 218.  Martin County in its sole discretion, will 
determine the method of payment for goods and/or services as part of this agreement.  Payment 
Methods include: 
a. Traditional – payment by check, wire transfer or other cash equivalent. 
b. Standard – payment by purchasing card,  Martin County’s Purchasing Card Program is supported by 

standard bank credit suppliers (i.e. VISA and MasterCard), and as such, is cognizant of the Rules for 
VISA Merchants and MasterCard Merchant Rules. 

 
Martin County cautions vendors to consider both methods of payment when determining pricing 
as no additional surcharges or fees will be considered (per Rules for VISA Merchants and 
MasterCard Merchant Rules).  The County will entertain bids clearly stating pricing for standard 
payment methods.  An additional separate discounted price for traditional payments may be 
provided at the initial bid submittal if it is clearly marked as an “Additional Cash Discount.” 
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SAMPLE 
 

AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN 

 
MARTIN COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

2401 SE Monterey Road 
STUART, FL  34996 

 
AND 

 
VENDOR 

 
This agreement made on _______________, 2010 between the Martin County Board of  County 
Commissioners of Martin County, Florida (the BOCC or County) and VENDOR. under the laws of the 
State of Florida.   
 

WITNESSETH 
 

WHEREAS, VENDOR, has been designated by the State of Florida Commission for the Transportation 
Disadvantaged as Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC) for the  Martin County and has 
initiated a program to provide a coordinated community  transportation service for social service 
clients, agencies, and the general public that  maximizes the use of current transportation services and 
minimizes the duplication of  services; and, 
 
WHEREAS, VENDOR as duly designated CTC in the Martin County, Florida is responsible for 
ensuring that transit services to the Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) are provided and  will receive 
TD grant funds directly from the State; and, 
 
WHEREAS, State TD grant funds require local match funds equal to ten percent of the TD grant; and  
 
WHEREAS, VENDOR a duly designated CTC in the Martin County, Florida is responsible for 
managing Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5311 funds, State of Florida TD  funds, and 
Medicaid funds; and, 
 
WHEREAS, VENDOR is a private for-profit company and is not, therefore, eligible to directly receive  
FTA Section 5311 Operating Funds, which are dedicated to providing transit assistance for rural areas, 
but must receive those funds as a sub-recipient to the Count and, 
 
WHEREAS, the COUNTY, in support of the coordinated transportation system, understands the 
advantage of contracting with VENDOR to ensure that transit services are  provided efficiently, 
including services related to the Indiantown Shuttle; and, 
 
WHEREAS, the Martin County Board of County Commissioners provided additional local funding to 
expand the Indiantown Shuttle service from three (3) to five (5) days; and,  
 
WHEREAS, other transportation grant and local match funds are available to support delivery of a 
coordinated transportation system; and, 
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WHEREAS, the parties intend that this agreement complies with all applicable federal,  state, and local 
laws and regulations; and, 
 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, the parties agree as 
follows: 
 
 

A. SCOPE OF WORK 
 

Medical Transportation Management, Inc. shall act as an independent Contractor for the 
provision of programs and services as set forth in Exhibit “A”, attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
 
 

B. PAYMENT 
 

1. The County shall provide funding on a reimbursement basis in accordance with Federal and 
State requirements for the program and services set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, in a total amount not to exceed 
__________________________________ $___________ for the Agreement period under 
the terms and conditions set forth herein.  Payment for services rendered for the Agreement 
period will be made in accordance with the terms set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and 
incorporated herein.   

 
2. VENDOR shall charge and collect from each user of the Indiantown In-Town and the 

Indiantown to Stuart Shuttles services described in this agreement on dollar and fifty ($1.50) 
per ride and shall strictly enforce a “no pay, no ride rule” in the operation of its transit 
services.  VENDOR shall charge and collect from each user of the Indiantown In-Town 
Shuttle one dollar ($1.00) per ride and the “no pay, no ride” rule will be strictly enforced.  
Such fees shall constitute “program income” and shall be reported to the County as required 
by Section C3. below.    
 

C. RECORDS AND REPORTS 
 

1. VENDOR agrees to keep books, accounts and records that account for and reflect all 
revenues and all expenditures received in connection with the management and operation of 
the program and services.  The books, accounts and records shall be maintained in 
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and all applicable local, state and 
federal, rules, regulations and procedures, at VENDOR’s principal place of business.  
VENDOR shall make the books, accounts and records required to be maintained hereunder 
available to the County for examination or audit during normal business hours, upon five (5) 
days written notice.  VENDOR agrees to comply with all requirements of Florida Public 
Records Law, as applicable.   
 

2. VENDOR shall furnish the County with regular written progress, performance and financial 
reports on a monthly basis, the content of which is outlined as set forth in Exhibit “B” and 
Exhibit B Attachments 1, 2 and 3, which are attached hereto and incorporated herein, and on 
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an annual basis VENDOR shall submit an updated plan of goods, services, objectives, units 
of service and any other pertinent organizational changes for the upcoming year.   

 

3. VENDOR shall furnish the County with monthly reports, no later than the 20th of each 
month, setting forth the amounts collected in its farebox as well as all other fare collections.  
Such reports shall be provided no later than two weeks following the last day of each month.   

 

 
D. GENERAL ASSURANCES  

 
1. VENDOR warrants and represents that all of its employees are treated equally during        

employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or 
marital status. VENDOR agrees to provide all services and programs in full compliance with 
all Martin County ordinances, resolutions, or other regulations as well as with all applicable 
State and Federal laws and regulations.  

 
2.    All program personnel, except subcontractors who have been approved by the County and 

employees of such subcontractor shall be the employees of VENDOR.  
 

3. Representatives of VENDOR, the County and the Martin Metropolitan Planning 
Organization, shall meet at least semi-annually to discuss mutual goals and expectations, and 
program planning issues, including outcomes, quality improvement, accessibility and 
customer satisfaction.  
 

4. VENDOR will fully comply with all federal, state and local rules, regulations, guidelines and 
polices for all transportation services provided through the BOCC and Martin Metropolitan 
Planning Organization (MPO). These requirements are reflected in Appendix A of this 
agreement and incorporated herein, which lists all compliance, Certifications and Assurances 
recipients and sub recipients of these funds, must provide and asks for affirmations of 
compliance agreement with all applicable funding Certifications and Assurances marked as 
applicable with and “X”. VENDOR can find further guidance on certifications, assurances 
and regulatory requirements on the FTA website at www.fta.dot.gov. 

 
 

E. TERM OF AGREEMENT 
 

1. This agreement shall be for a twelve (12) month term commencing on July 1, 2013 and 
ending on June 30, 2014.  This Agreement may be renewed and extended at the sole option of 
the COUNTY upon satisfactory review and acceptance of VENDOR’s annual report by the 
COUNTY.  Provided, however, such term is expressly subject to the availability and 
appropriation of federal, state and local funds and subject to termination as provided in Section 
F below.   

 
F.  DEFAULT AND TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT 

 
1.     In the event that any Audit Report, Review Report, Compilation Report or financial records 

reveal that the Grant funds were not used for the purpose set forth in this     Agreement, then 
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the COUNTY may require the Recipient to return all unused funds and  reimburse the 
County for improperly used funds. VENDOR shall be determined to be in default of the 
Agreement if they fail to meet the program and services provisions, the  invoicing and 
reporting requirements or any other material requirements of this Agreement.  

 
2.  If VENDOR breaches any of the terms of this Agreement including failure to provide the 

programs and services in a timely manner and professional manner, the County shall give 
VENDOR written notice of such breach. If VENDOR fails to remedy the breach within ten 
(10) days after receiving the above-described notice, the County may terminate this 
Agreement. Notwithstanding the above, either party shall have the right to terminate this 
Agreement for any reason upon sixty (60) days written notice.  

  
3. The obligations of the COUNTY under this Agreement are subject to the availability of 

 funding from the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Florida Department of 
Transportation (FDOT) and to the availability and award of funds lawfully appropriated for 
its purpose by the COUNTY.  The parties hereto agree and recognize that the Agreement is 
contingent upon the continued availability and award of such grant funds by the Federal and 
State government and appropriation and budgeting of adequate funding by the County. If 
such appropriation or budgeting is not sufficient to fund this Agreement, the Agreement may 
be terminated by the COUNTY.  

 
4. In the event the County terminated this Agreement, VENDOR shall return all funds not used 

as of the date of the termination of the Agreement within ten (10) calendar days.  
 

5. This Agreement may be terminated by either party prior to fulfillment or completion upon 
sixty (60) calendar day’s written notice.  VENDOR shall be paid for services performed 
and/or costs incurred based on final invoice for the portion of work what has been completed.   

 

G.  INSURANCE 
 

1. Vehicles: VENDOR agrees to maintain insurance for all vehicles per Exhibit “C” to this 
agreement and incorporated herein.  
 

2. Policies: VENDOR agrees to maintain insurance for such injuries, occurrences, losses and 
damages that constitute a reasonable risk of such programs and services. VENDOR shall 
provide the COUNTY written proof of worker’s compensation insurance as required by law, 
if applicable.  

 
3. Liability: The COUNTY shall not be liable for any loss, injury, death or damage to persons 

or property which at any time may be suffered or sustained by VENDOR, or by any person 
whosoever may at any time be using the services, or occupying or visiting the premises, 
whether such loss, injury, death or damage shall be caused by or in any way result from or 
arise out of any act, omission or negligence of VENDOR, its employees or of any occupant, 
subtenant, visitor or user of any portion of the premises. VENDOR specifically agrees that 
the COUNTY shall not be liable for any loss or damage to the VENDOR’s personal property, 
equipment, buildings or properties.  
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4. Indemnification: VENDOR shall indemnify and hold harmless the COUNTY, its agents, 
servants and employees from and against any and all claims, liability, losses, causes of 
action, and attorney’s fees which may arise from any misconduct, negligent act, or omissions 
of VENDOR, its agents, servants or employees in the performance of services under this 
Agreement. Further, VENDOR agrees to defend COUNTY against any and all such claims 
and suits as described above at the VENDOR’s sole costs and expense with no cost or 
expense to be incurred by the COUNTY.  

 
 

H.   NOTICES 
 

1. All notices, requests, demand or other communications shall be in writing, and shall be 
deemed to have been duly given if delivered in person, or within five (5) business days after 
deposited in the United States mail postage prepaid, certified, with return receipt requested, 
 or otherwise actually delivered to the County at 2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida 
34996, or to VENDOR at 16 Hawk Ridge Drive, Lake Saint Louis, MO 66367. Either party 
to this Agreement may change the address at which it receives written notice by so notifying 
the other party in writing.   The following contract managers (or their designees) will 
represent the interests of the COUNTY and VENDOR regarding the terms and conditions set 
forth in this agreement.  

 
 The following contract managers (or their designees) shall represent the interests of the    

COUNTY and VENDOR regarding the terms and conditions set forth in this agreement: 
 

For the COUNTY: For the VENDOR: 
 

 
I.  ASSIGNMENT 

 
1. This Agreement shall not be assigned by VENDOR without prior written consent of the 

County.   
 

2. Except as otherwise authorized in writing by the COUNTY, and exclusive of subcontracts 
with transportation service provider companies, VENDOR shall not assign this contract or 
execute any contract or obligate itself in any manner requiring the disbursement of these 
funds, including consultant, construction or purchase of commodities contracts or 
 amendments thereto, with any third party with respect to this agreement without the 
written approval of the COUNTY.  Failure to obtain such approval shall be sufficient cause 
for nonpayment by the COUNTY.  The COUNTY specifically reserves unto itself the right 
to review the qualifications of any consultant or contractor and to approve or disapprove the 
employment of the same.  VENDOR anticipates that it may subcontract with one or more of 
the companies identified on Exhibit C in the performance of services for the COUNTY. 

 
 

 
J.  SEVERABILITY 
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1. This Agreement may be amended at any time by mutual and written consent of each as 
evidenced by the duly authorized signatures of each party on a formal Contract Amendment 
document.  

 
 

K.  INTEGRATION 
 
1. The drafting, execution, and delivery of this Agreement by the parties have been induced by 

no representations, statements, warranties, or agreements other than those expressed in it.  
This Agreement embodies the entire understanding of the parties, and there are no further or 
other agreements or understandings, written or oral, in effect between the parties relating to 
its subject matter unless expressly referred to in it.   

 
 

L.   MISCELLANEOUS 
 

1. All services to be provided by VENDOR shall be subject to the reasonable supervision and 
control of the COUNTY.  The BOCC shall serve as the policy board for the bus transit 
 system, known as the Indiantown In-Town and the Indiantown to Stuart Shuttles.  
VENDOR  shall make recommendations, or the County may request information or 
 recommendations as to any areas of the operation which are deemed appropriate and 
 proper.  The decision of the County shall be binding and final.   

 
2. The parties expressly agree that each party will bear its own attorney’s fees incurred in 

 connection with this Agreement.   
 

3. The parties expressly and specifically hereby waive the right to a jury trial as to any  issues 
in any way connected with this Agreement.  

 
4. No act of omission or commission of either party, including without limitations, any  failure 

to exercise any right, remedy, or recourse, shall be deemed to be a waiver, release  or 
modification of the same. Such a waiver, release, or modification is to be effected  only through a 
written modification to this Agreement.  
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hand and seal this _____ day of 
_______________, 201. 
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EXHIBIT “A” 

 
1.  All payments shall be made on a basis in the amounts specified below: 
 
2.  The annual payment amounts reflected in the table below shall not be exceeded and involve 
transportation grant funds and local matching funds available during the term of this Agreement.  Any 
unreleased amounts of total program dollars left unexpended at the end of this Agreement shall be 
reprogrammed by the BOCC and the federal and state, transportation funding agencies, in consultation 
with the Martin MPO, for the transportation needs of the residents of Martin County. 
 
 

SERVICE 
DESCRIPTION 

MONTHLY 
SERVICE 

MONTHLY 
PAYMENT 

MAXIMUM 
ANNUAL 

PAYMENT 

Indiantown In-Town Shuttle      126.5 hours   

Indiantown to Stuart Shuttle    276 hours   
Reservation and Scheduling 
of General Demand 
Response 2,381 trips   

TD Match     

  
  

Strategen Consultation 
 

  

TOTAL   
   

A. The above “Monthly Payments” for the Indiantown In-Town Shuttle, Indiantown to Stuart 
Shuttle, Reservations and Scheduling of General Demand Response and TD Match amounts 
represent estimated averages.  The parties recognize that the trip and payment amounts may 
fluctuate (plus or minus) on a monthly basis in accordance with demand.  Provided, however, 
such fluxion may not exceed the estimated “Monthly Payment” amount by twenty percent (20%) 
nor shall the remaining funds drop monthly below a total of 80% of the “Monthly Payment” for 
the remaining contract period.  VENDOR acknowledges and agrees that the maximum annual 
payment amount cannot be exceeded. 
 

B. VENDOR is the CTC designated by the State of Florida Transportation Disadvantaged 
Commission and will be responsible for supporting the County’s coordination of scheduling and 
reservations of the County’s publicly funded transportation system including those services 
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delivered by the Council on Aging, Inc., Community Coach (COA).  To ensure the viability of 
this oversight responsibility, VENDOR will be responsible for providing the COUNTY with a 
monthly list of TD trips provided by the COA and reservation and scheduling of general demand 
response trips.  The COUNTY agrees to pay VENDOR on the basis of $2.00 per Trip.  A 
monthly minimum of 2,381 General Demand Response Trips is expected to be provided.  
VENDOR shall provide monthly invoices for the above services, provided under this Agreement, 
to the COUNTY in a detailed manner with sufficient documentation provided and in accordance 
with general accounting procedures and all applicable federal, state and local rules, regulations, 
procedures and policies, to assure a clear audit trail and full regulatory compliance. Monthly 
invoices shall be received no later than 30 days after the end of the previous month.         
 
 

C. VENDOR shall provide monthly invoices to the County in a detailed manner with sufficient 
documentation provided and in accordance with general accounting procedures and all 
applicable federal, state and local, rules, regulations, procedures and policies, to assure a clear 
audit trail and full regulatory compliance. The County will accept electronic/pdf versions of 
invoices and all back-up material, but may need to request original, source documentation to 
support expenses incurred, as the County deems necessary and appropriate.  Monthly invoices 
shall be provided 30 days after the end of the previous month.     
  

D. VENDOR shall provide quarterly and annual progress reports that meet all regulatory and 
performance requirements attendant to the grant funds.  The first annual progress report shall be 
for the period beginning on the 1st day of January, 2010 and end on the 30th day of September, 
2010, by which time VENDOR (the CTC) shall have provided an Annual Operating Report to 
the LCB-TD, the MPO Board and the Martin County Board of County Commissioners.   
 

E. VENDOR may provide  consultant services on an as needed basis, as requested in writing by the 
County to identify the needs and benefits of Strategen Software and scope out future plans for 
integration of software administration to VENDOR as the CTC of Martin County.  Following 
County’s written request for consultation services, VENDOR shall provide an estimate of the 
cost for such consultation, as well as detailed itemization for such costs, in writing to County.  
County shall respond in writing with its acceptance or rejection of such proposal.  If the proposal 
is accepted, County shall notify VENDOR of the dates such services shall begin and the 
completion date of each request.  Payment for the consultation services will be billed at an 
hourly rate of $75 per hour and shall not exceed the written estimate without written consent of 
the County; provided, however, the total services provided pursuant to this section shall not 
exceed $20,000 for the term of this contract.  Service may include: Research of current software 
product, which includes working with the Council on Aging and Strategen technicians to 
determine the need for upgrades and additional licenses.  
 
Nothing herein shall constitute an obligation to request such services as an obligation to pay 
VENDOR the maximum amount as set forth herein. 
 

 
F. For purpose of payment, the following definitions shall apply: 
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1. (UPHC) Unduplicated Passenger Head Count: the actual number of people that were 
provided paratransit transportation services, not including person care attendants, non-paying 
escorts, or persons provided fixed route service.  (State of Florida CTC/LCB Workbook) 
2. Non-sponsored trips:  A non-sponsored trip is a one-way trip for an individual who meets 
the definition of transportation disadvantaged, and is not subsidized by any funds which 
originate from any other federal, state, or local government program.  These trips can be 
provided by van, bus, rail or other conveyances, either publicly or privately owned, that are 
under written contract with the CTC and such trip is arranged b the CTC.  (State of Florida 
CTC/LCB Workbook) 
3. Unlinked Passenger Trip:  The number of passengers who board public transportation 
vehicles.  Passengers are counted each time they board vehicles no matter how many vehicles 
they use to travel from their origin to their destination.  (FTA Reporting manual reference, 
Internet Reporting, F-10, S-10, FFA-10, Declarations, MR Internet Reporting, MR-20) 
 

G. PAYMENT. 
VENDOR shall be paid based on an invoice approved for payment by the County for shuttle      
services, considered to be fixed-route or deviated fixed-route.  Reimbursement for both the 
Indiantown In-Town Shuttle and the Indiantown to Stuart Shuttle shall be made solely on the 
basis of $48.00 per revenue hour, excluding Federal holidays listed on bus schedule  VENDOR 
acknowledges this amount includes payment for the required preventive maintenance for all 
vehicles.  An additional $40.00 per day for each revenue producing shuttle route shall also be 
paid to VENDOR, to ensure buses to be used are checked for cleanliness and proper equipment 
assignment, one hour before each revenue producing shuttle day begins and one hour after each 
revenue producing shuttle day ends.   
a. The Indiantown In-Town Shuttle is a public transportation service that is provided within 

Indiantown. It is operated  Monday thru Friday from 8:00 a.m. until 1:50 p.m., for a 
total of 5:50 revenue hours daily.   The Indiantown In-Town Shuttle is a deviated fixed route 
service that can deviate as much as ¾ of a mile off the route for rider pick up and drop off.   
The parties acknowledge and agree that the hours and days of operation of the shuttle 
services shall be adjusted upon the written request of the County Engineer, provided, 
however, such adjustments shall not increase the total hours of services, nor result in an 
increase in the rate for service or otherwise increase the annual maximum amounts payable 
pursuant to this Agreement.    
 

b. The Indiantown to Stuart Shuttle is a fixed-route transit service that operates between 
Indiantown and Stuart, Monday thru Friday from 6:00am – 6:00pm for a total of 12 revenue 
hours daily.  The parties acknowledge and agree that the hours and days of operation of the 
shuttle services shall be adjusted upon the written request of the County Engineer, provided, 
however, such adjustments shall not increase the total hours of services, nor result in an 
increase in the rate for service or otherwise increase the annual maximum amounts payable 
pursuant to this Agreement.    

 

1.  TD Match funds will be paid monthly based on an invoice approved for payment by the County for 
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) trips provided.  Supporting documentation must accompany 
invoice prior to reimbursement.   
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2.  The County shall promptly review monthly invoices submitted by VENDOR for payment and accept 
or reject, in part or in whole, invoices for payment to VENDOR.  Payments shall be made to 
VENDOR within forty-five (45) working days of receipt of acceptable invoice documentation, or 
within fourteen days after receipt of funding from funding agency.  If VENDOR does not agree with 
the County’s invoice approval or disapproval whether paid in part or in whole, VENDOR agrees to 
notify the County, in writing, of its disagreement with such determination.  The parties agree to 
comply with the dispute resolution procedure outlined below.   

 

a. Disputes under this Agreement may be resolved by the COUNTY’S Authorized 
Representative and VENDOR’s Authorized Representatives.  If such Authorized 
Representatives are unable to reach a resolution and the parties agree that the issue is of 
sufficient merit, the parties may select a mediator mutually acceptable to both parties and 
subject to written approval by the Florida Department of Transportation, to conduct a 
mediation of the issues involved and make a recommendation to both parties.  The parties 
agree to be responsible for their respective costs and fees incurred during the mediation 
and that the mediator’s fees and costs shall be paid in equal amounts by each party.   

 

3.  To assist in the provision of transportation services, the COUNTY will lease to VENDOR, a 
minimum of two (2) ADA compliant vehicles at the rate of One Dollar ($1.00) per vehicle annually.  
It is recognized and agreed that VENDOR intends to sublease these vehicles to Ride  Right Transit, 
LLC.  The list of lease vehicles is referenced on Exhibit B attached hereto.   The number of 
vehicles may be increased over time.  Such addition of vehicles shall be  memorialized by 
written agreement of the contract managers designated in this agreement.   Ride Right Transit, 
LLC, shall use these vehicles in support of VENDOR as the CTC to deliver  transportation 
services to Martin County residents.  VENDOR will be responsible for Ride Right  Transit, 
LLC’s, compliance with Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and FTA  guidelines for 
vehicle maintenance and driver certification and all other pertinent federal,  state, and local, laws, 
rules, regulations and guidelines pertaining to this program and its  funding.  VENDOR will 
ensure that these vehicles are maintained in accordance with federal  and state standards and 
guidelines.  VENDOR will be responsible for maintaining insurance in  accordance with 
Exhibit D which is attached hereto and incorporated herein, on all vehicles leased from the 
COUNTY.   Appropriate maintenance and repair records will be made  available to authorized 
COUNTY personnel upon request.  
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EXHIBIT “A” 

SCOPE OF SERVICES 
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EXHIBIT “B” 

 
Vehicle & Equipment List 
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EXHIBIT “C” 
 

VEHICLE INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Prior to commencing work, the VENDOR shall procure an maintain at VENDOR’s own cost and 
expense for the duration of the agreement the following insurance against claims for injuries to persons 
or damages to property, which may arise from or in connection with the performance of the work or 
services hereunder by the VENDOR, its agents, representatives, employees or subcontractors.   
 
VENDOR shall maintain limits no less than: 

a. Commercial General/Umbrella Liability Insurance - $1,000,000 limit per occurrence for property 
damage and bodily injury. 

b. Business Automobile/Umbrella Liability Insurance – $1,000,000 limit per accident for property 
damage and personal injury. 

c. Workers’ Compensation and Employers’/Umbrella Liability Insurance - $1,000,000 statutory 
limits as required by Chapter 440, F.S.    

 
The Martin County Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) and Martin MPO is to be covered as  
insureds as respects: liability arising out of activities performed by or on behalf of the Contractor; 
products and completed operations of the Contractor; premises owned, leased or used by the Contractor 
or premises on which Contractor is performing services on behalf of the BOCC).  The coverage shall 
contain no special limitations on the scope of protection afforded to the BOCC). 
 
The Contractor’s insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects the BOCC.  Any insurance 
or self-insurance maintained by the BOCC shall be excess of Contractor’s insurance and shall not 
contribute with it.   
 
Any failure to comply with reporting provisions of the policies shall not affect coverage provided to 
BOCC. 
 
Coverage shall state that Contractor’s insurance shall apply separately to each insured against whom a 
claim is made or suit is brought, except with respect to the limits of the insurer’s liability. 
 
The insurer shall agree to waive all rights of subrogation against BOCC, for losses arising from 
activities and operations of Contractor in the performance of services under this Agreement. 
 
Each insurance policy required shall be endorsed to state that coverage shall not be suspended, voided, 
cancelled, reduced in coverage or in limits except after thirty (30) days prior written notice has been 
given to the BOCC. 
 
If Contractor, for any reason, fails to maintain insurance coverage, which is required pursuant to this 
Agreement, the same shall be deemed material breach of contract.  The BOCC, at its sole option, may 
terminate this Agreement and obtain damages from the Contractor resulting from said breach. 
 
Alternatively, the BOCC may purchase such required insurance coverage (but has no obligation to do 
so), and without further notice to the VENDOR, the BOCC may deduct from sums due to Contractor 
any premium costs advanced by the BOCC for such insurance. 
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The BOCC must be named as “additional insured”.   
  
Any deductibles or self-insured retentions must be declared to and approved by the BOCC. 
  
The VENDOR shall furnish the BOCC with original certificates of insurance and with original 
endorsements affecting coverage required by this clause.  The certificates and endorsements for each 
policy are to be signed by a person authorized by that insurer to bind coverage on its behalf.  The 
certificates and endorsements are to be received and approved by the BOCC before work commences.   
  
The VENDOR shall include each of its subcontractors as insureds under the policies of insurance 
required herein.   
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Contract# TD0989 

Effective: January 1, 2009 to June 30, 2013 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COMMISSION FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

This Memorandum of Agreement is between the COMMISSION FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 
DISADVANTAGED, hereby referred to as the "Commission," and Medical Transportation Management, Inc., 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive, Lake St. Louis, Mo 62267, the COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR, 
designated pursuant to Chapter427, F.S., to serve the transportation disadvantaged for the community that 
includes the entire area of Martin county(ies), and hereafter referred to as the "Coordinator." 

This Agreement is made in consideration of the mutual benefits to both parties; said consideration 
acknowledged hereto by the parties as good and valuable consideration. 

The Parties Agree: 

I. The Coordinator Shall: 

A. Become and remain totally apprised of all of the Transportation Disadvantaged resources 
available or planned in their designated service area. This knowledge will be used to plan, 
coordinate, and implement the most cost effective transportation disadvantaged transit 
system possible under the economic and other conditions that exist in the designated service 
area. 

B. Plan and work with Community Transportation Coordinators in adjacent and other areas of 
the state to coordinate the provision of community trips that might be handled at a lower 
overall cost to the community by another Coordinator. This includes honoring any 
Commission-approved statewide certification program that allows for intercounty 
transportation opportunities. 

C. Arrange for all services in accordance with Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, 
FAC, and as further required by the Commission and the local Coordinating Board approved 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

D. Return any acquired profits or surplus funds originating through the course of business as the 
Coordinator that are beyond the amounts(s) specifically identified and approved in the 
accompanying Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. Such profits or funds shall be 
returned to the Coordinator's transportation system or to any subsequent Coordinator, as a 
total transportation system subsidy, to be applied to the immediate following operational year. 
The Coordinator will include similar language in all coordination contracts to assure that 
transportation disadvantaged related revenues are put back into transportation disadvantaged 
services. 
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E. Accomplish this Project by: 

1. Developing a Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for approval by the local 
Coordinating Board and the Commission. Coordinators who are newly designated to a 
particular service area shall submit a local Coordinating Board approved Transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan, within 120 calendar days following the execution of the 
Coordinator's initial memorandum of agreement with the Commission, for approval by 
the Commission. All subsequent Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plans shall be 
submitted and approved with the corresponding memorandum of agreement. The 
approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan will be implemented and 
monitored to provide for community-wide transportation services for purchase by non
sponsored transportation disadvantaged persons, contracting social service agencies, 
and other entities that use local, state, or federal government funds for the purchase of 
transportation for the transportation disadvantaged. 

2. Maximizing the use of available public school transportation resources and public fixed 
route or fixed schedule transit services and assuring that private or public transit, 
paratransit operators, and school boards have been afforded a fair opportunity to 
participate to the maximum extent feasible in the planning process and in the 
development of the provisions of the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for 
the transportation disadvantaged. 

3. Providing or arranging 24-hour, 7 -day per week transportation disadvantaged service 
as required in the designated service area by any Federal, State or Local Government 
agency sponsoring such services. The provision of said services shall be furnished in 
accordance with the prior notification requirements identified in the local Coordinating 
Board and Commission approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

4. Complying with all local, state, and federal laws and regulations that apply to the 
provision of transportation disadvantaged services. 

5. Submitting to the Commission an Annual Operating Report detailing demographic, 
operational, and financial data regarding coordination activities in the designated 
service area. The report shall be prepared on forms provided by the Commission and 
according to the instructions of said forms. 

F. Comply with Audit and Record Keeping Requirements by: 

1. Utilizing the Commission recognized Chart of Accounts defined in the Transportation 
Accounting Consortium Model Uniform Accounting System for Rural and Specialized 
Transportation Providers (uniform accounting system) for all transportation 
disadvantaged accounting and reporting purposes. Community Transportation 
Coordinators with existing and equivalent accounting systems are not required to adopt 
the Chart of Accounts in lieu of their existing Chart of Accounts but shall prepare all 
reports, invoices, and fiscal documents relating to the transportation disadvantaged 
functions and activities using the chart of accounts and accounting definitions as 
outlined in the above referenced manual. 
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2. Assuming the responsibility of invoicing for any transportation services arranged, 
unless otherwise stipulated by a purchase of service contract or coordination contract 

3. Maintaining and filing with the Commission, local Coordinating Board, and all 
purchasing agencies/entities such progress, fiscal, inventory, and other reports as 
those entities may require during the period of this Agreement 

4. Providing copies of finance and compliance audits to the Commission and local 
Coordinating Board as requested by the Commission or local Coordinating Board. 

5. Reporting accidents involving a vehicle operated within the coordinated transportation 
system in the coordinator's designated service area. Accidents involving a fatality or 
fatalities must be reported to the Commission not more than 24 hours after the 
community transportation coordinator becomes aware of the fatal accident Any other 
accident, those not involving a fatality or fatalities, with over $1 ,000 in property 
damages, or personal injury that requires evacuation to a medical facility or a 
combination of both, must be reported to the Commission not more than 72 hours after 
the community transportation coordinator becomes aware of the accident Copies of 
any accident report or reports prepared or received by the community transportation 
coordinator as a result of any accident must be sent to the Commission upon receipt or 
preparation of the report. 

G. Retain all financial records, supporting documents, statistical records, and any other 
documents pertinent to this Agreement for a period of five (5) years after termination of this 
Agreement. If an audit has been initiated and audit findings have not been resolved at the end 
of five (5) years, the records shall be retained until resolution of the audit findings. The 
Coordinator shall assure that these records shall be subject to inspection, review, or audit at 
all reasonable times by persons duly authorized by the Commission or this Agreement They 
shall have full access to and the right to examine any of the said records and documents 
during the retention period. 

H. Comply with Safety Requirements by: 

1. Complying with Section 341.061, F.S., and Rule 14-90, FAC, concerning System 
Safety; or complying with Chapter 234.051, F.S., regarding school bus safety 
requirements for those services provided through a school board; and 

2. Assuring compliance with local, state, and federal laws, and Commission policies 
relating to drug testing. Conduct drug and alcohol testing for safety sensitive job 
positions within the coordinated system regarding pre-employment, randomization, 
post-accident, and reasonable suspicion as required by the Federal Highway 
Administration and the Federal Transit Administration. 

I. Comply with Commission insurance requirements by maintaining at least minimum liability 
insurance coverage in the amount of $100,000 for any one person and $200,000 per 
occurrence at all times during the existence of this Agreement for all transportation services 
purchased or provided for the transportation disadvantaged through the Community 
Transportation Coordinator. Upon the execution of this Agreement, the Coordinator shall add 
the Commission as an additional named insured to all insurance policies covering vehicles 
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transporting the transportation disadvantaged. In the event of any cancellation or changes in 
the limits of liability in the insurance policy, the insurance agent or broker shall notify the 
Commission. The Coordinator shall insure that contracting transportation operators and 
coordination contractors also maintain the same minimum liability insurance, or an equal 
governmental insurance program. Insurance coverage in excess of $1 million per occurrence 
must be approved by the Commission and the local Coordinating Board before inclusion in the 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan or in the justification of rates and fare structures. 
Such coverage may be provided by a self-insurance program established and operating under 
the laws of the State of Florida and written verification of insurance protection in accordance 
with Section 768.28, Florida Statutes, shall be provided to the Commission upon request. 

J. Safeguard information by not using or disclosing any information concerning a user of services 
under this Agreement for any purpose not in conformity with the local, state and federal 
regulations (45 CFR, Part 205.50), except upon order of a court, written consent of the 
recipient, or his/her responsible parent or guardian when authorized by law. 

K. Protect Civil Rights by: 

1. Complying with state and federal laws including but not limited to laws regarding 
discrimination on the basis of sex, race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, or 
national origin. The Coordinator gives this assurance in consideration of and for the 
purpose of obtaining federal grants, loans, contracts (except contracts of insurance or 
guaranty), property, discounts, or other federal financial assistance to programs or 
activities receiving or benefiting from federal financial assistance and agreeing to 
complete a Civil Rights Compliance Questionnaire if so requested by the Commission. 

2. Agreeing that compliance with this assurance constitutes a condition of continued 
receipt of or benefit from federal financial assistance, and that it is binding upon the 
Coordinator, its successors, subcontractors, transferee, and assignees for the period 
during which such assistance is provided. Assure that all operators, subcontractors, 
subgrantee, or others with whom the Coordinator arranges to provide services or 
benefits to participants or employees in connection with any of its programs and 
activities are not discriminating against those participants or employees in violation of 
the above statutes, regulations, guidelines, and standards. In the event of failure to 
comply, the Coordinator agrees that the Commission may, at its discretion, seek a 
court order requiring compliance with the terms of this assurance or seek other 
appropriate judicial or administrative relief, to include assistance being terminated and 
further assistance being denied. 

L. To the extent allowed by Section 768.28, Florida Statutes, and only to the monetary and other 
limitations contained therein, indemnify and hold harmless the Commission and all of the 
Commission's members, officers, agents, and employees; purchasing agency/entity officers, 
agents, and employees; and the local, state, and federal governments from any claim, loss, 
damage, cost, charge or expense arising out of any act, action, neglect or omission by the 
Coordinator during the performance of this Agreement, whether direct or indirect, and whether 
to any person or property to which the Commission or said parties may be subject, except that 
neither the Coordinator nor any of its sub-contractors will be liable under this section for 
damages arising out of injury or damage to persons or property directly caused or resulting 
from the sole negligence of the Commission or any of its members, officers, agents or 
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employees; purchasing agency/entity, officers, agents, and employees; and local, state, or 
federal governments. Nothing herein is intended to serve as a waiver of sovereign immunity 
by any agency/entity or Coordinator to which sovereign immunity may be applicable. Nothing 
herein shall be construed as consent by a state agency/entity or political subdivision of the 
State of Florida or the federal government to be sued by third parties in any matter arising out 
of any Agreement or contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing, pursuant to Section 768.28, 
Florida Statutes, no agency or subdivision of the state shall be required to indemnify, insure, 
or assume any liability for the Commission's negligence. 

M. Comply with standards and performance requirements of the Commission, the local 
Coordinating Board approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, and any purchase 
of service contracting agencies/entities. Failure to meet the requirements or obligations set 
forth in this MOA, and performance requirements established and monitored by the local 
Coordinating Board in the approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, shall be due 
cause for non-payment of reimbursement invoices until such deficiencies have been 
addressed or corrected to the satisfaction of the Commission. 

N. Comply with subcontracting requirements by executing or negotiating contracts for 
transportation services with Transportation Operators and Coordination Contractors, and 
assuring that the conditions of such contracts are maintained. The requirements of Part 1, 
Paragraph E.5. through M are to be included in all contracts, subcontracts, coordination 
contracts, and assignments made by the Coordinator for services under this Agreement. Said 
contracts, subcontracts, coordination contracts, and assignments will be reviewed and 
approved annually by the Coordinator and local Coordinating Board for conformance with the 
requirements of this Agreement. 

0. Comply with the following requirements concerning drivers and vehicles: 

1. Drivers for paratransit services, including coordination contractors, shall be required to 
announce and identify themselves by name and company in a manner that is 
conducive to communications with the specific passenger, upon pickup of each rider, 
group of riders, or representative, guardian, or associate of the rider, except in 
situations where the driver regularly transports the rider on a recurring basis. Each 
driver must have photo identification that is in view of the passenger. Name patches, 
inscriptions or badges that affix to driver clothing are acceptable. For transit services, 
the driver photo identification shall be in a conspicuous location in the vehicle. 

2. The paratransit driver shall provide the passenger with boarding assistance, if 
necessary or requested, to the seating portion of the vehicle. The boarding assistance 
shall include opening the vehicle door, fastening the seat belt or utilization of 
wheelchair securement devices, storage of mobility assistive devices, and closing the 
vehicle door. In certain paratransit service categories, the driver may also be required 
to open and close doors to buildings, except in situations in which assistance in 
opening/closing building doors would not be safe for passengers remaining on the 
vehicle. Assisted access must be in a dignified manner. Drivers may not assist 
wheelchair up or down more than one step, unless it can be performed safely as 
determined by the passenger, guardian, and driver. 
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3. All vehicles shall be equipped with two-way communications in good working order and 
be audible to the driver at all times to the base. 

4. All vehicles providing service within the coordinated system, shall have working air 
conditioners and heaters in each vehicle. Vehicles that do not have a working air 
conditioner or heater will be scheduled for repair or replacement as soon as possible. 

P. Comply with other requirements as follows: 

1. Transport an escort of a passenger and dependent children as locally negotiated and 
identified in the local Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

2. Determine locally in the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, the use, 
responsibility, and cost of child restraint devices. 

3. Transport with the passenger at no additional charge, passenger property that can be 
carried by the passenger and/or driver in one trip and can be safely stowed on !he 
vehicle. Additional requirements may be negotiated for carrying and loading rider 
property beyond this amount. Passenger property does not include wheelchairs, child 
seats, stretchers, secured oxygen, personal assistive devices, or intravenous devices. 

4. Provide shelter, security, and safety of passengers at vehicle transfer points. 

5. Post a local or other toll-free number for complaints or grievances inside each vehicle. 
The local complaint process shall be outlined as a section in the local Transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan including advising the dissatisfied person about the 
Commission's Ombudsman Program as a step within the process as approved by the 
local Coordinating Board. 

6. Provide out-of-service-area trips, when determined locally and approved by the local 
Coordinating Board, except in instances where local ordinances prohibit such trips. 

7. Keep interior of all vehicles free from dirt, grime, oil, trash, torn upholstery, damaged or 
broken seats, protruding metal or other objects or materials which could soil items 
placed in the vehicle or provide discomfort for the passenger. 

8. Determine locally by the local Coordinating Board and provide in the local 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan the billing requirements of the Community 
Transportation Coordinator. All bills shall be paid to subcontractors within 7 calendar 
days after receipt of said payment by the Coordinator, in accordance with Section 
287.0585, Florida Statutes. 

9. Maintain or have access to a passenger/trip database on each rider being transported 
within the system. 

10. Provide each rider and escort, child, or personal care attendant adequate seating for 
paratransit services. No more passengers than the registered passenger seating 
capacity shall be scheduled or transported in a vehicle at any time. For transit services 
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provided by transit vehicles, adequate seating or standing space will be provided to 
each rider and escort, child, or personal care attendant, and no more passengers than 
the registered passenger seating or standing capacity shall be scheduled or 
transported in a vehicle at any time. 

11. First Aid shall be determined locally and provided in the local Transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

12. Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation shall be determined locally and provided in the local 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

II. The Commission Shall: 

A. Recognize the Coordinator as the entity described in Section 427.011 (5), Florida Statutes, and 
Rule 41-2.002(4), F.A.C. 

B. Attempt to insure that all entities with transportation disadvantaged funds will purchase 
transportation disadvantaged services through the Coordinator's system. 

Ill. The Coordinator and the Commission Further Agree: 

A. Nothing in this Agreement shall require the Commission to observe or enforce compliance 
with any provision thereof, perform any other act or do any other thing in contravention of any 
applicable state law. If any of the provisions of this Agreement is found by a court of law to 
violate any applicable state law, the purchasing agency/entity will at once notify the 
Commission in writing in order that appropriate changes and modifications may be made by 
the Commission and the Coordinator to the end that the Coordinator may proceed as soon as 
possible with the provision of transportation services. 

B. If any part or provision of this Agreement is held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement shall 
be binding on the parties hereto. 

C. Termination Conditions: 

1. Termination at Will- This Agreement may be terminated by either party upon no less 
than thirty (30) days notice, without cause. Said notice shall be delivered by certified 
mail, return receipt required, or in person with proof of delivery. 

2. Termination for Breach- Unless the Coordinator's breach is waived by the Commission 
in writing, the Commission may, by written notice to the Coordinator, terminate this 
Agreement upon no less than twenty-four (24) hours notice. Said notice shall be 
delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of delivery. 
Waiver by the Commission of breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver of any other breach and shall not be construed to be a 
modification of the terms of this Agreement, and shall not act as a waiver or estoppel to 
enforcement of any provision of this Agreement. The provisions herein do not limit the 
Commission's right to remedies at law or to damages. 

D. This agreement will expire unless an extension is granted to the Coordinator in writing by the 

Rev. 06/01/07 
7 
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Commission for the Transportation, in accordance with Chapter 287, Florida Statutes. 

E. Renegotiations or Modifications of this Agreement shall only be valid when they have been 
reduced to writing, duly approved by the Commission, and signed by both parties hereto. 

F. Notice and Contact: 

The name and address of the contract manager for the Commission for this Agreement is: 
Executive Director, 605 Suwannee Street, MS-49, Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450. The 
representative/position of the Coordinator responsible for administration of the program under 
this Agreement is: Ala ina Macia CEO 

' 

In the event that either party designates different representatives after execution of this 
Agreement, notice of the name and address of the new representative will be rendered in 
writing to the other party and said notification attached to originals of this Agreement. 

This document has been reviewed in its entirety and approved by the local Coordinating Board at its 
official meeting held on 

Coordinating Board Chairperson 

WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed. 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION 
COORDINATOR: 

Agen! Name 
jj:l t1 1 V\q Vl.a C i c/ 

Printed Name of Authorized Individual 

~ /) ·/ Signature: ~ L Op(...g_. 

Title C.BO 

A TTESTi.,k 1/VL Vo~EAL) 
Corporate Officer or Notary Public 

Rev. 06/01/07 

GINA M. VOGEL 
Nolary PubliC • Notary Seal 

St. Louis County 
STATE OF MISSOURI 

'ill' Commill!>ion Exp. 8/19/2012 
<110~1446 8 

STATE OF FLORIDA, COMMISSION FOR 
THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 

Title: Executi 

Attestll\~rr~AL) 
N . ublic 

WENDY$Mi1'H 
~DD81566& 

·' ExpireaAugust 18,2012 
lb!dOO Thnl Troy Fain lnsumnc& IJ00.3!!5.7019 
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ADDENDUM #1 
 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) # 2013-2603 
 

COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC) 
FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 

 
BID OPENING:  FEBRUARY 20, 2013 

 
The following information shall become part of this bid and shall be binding as if originally 
contained therein. 
 
CLARIFICATIONS 
 
1. Pages 22 through 25 of the Request for Proposal (RFP), Exhibit “A”, are hereby removed in 

their entirety. 
 

2. The Sample Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) provided with the RFP is hereby replaced 
with the MOA provided with this Addendum. 

 
 

RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM # ____ IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Firm Name 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Signature 
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Contract #     
 

Effective:  to   
 
 STATE OF FLORIDA 
 COMMISSION FOR THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED 
 MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
 
This Memorandum of Agreement is between the COMMISSION FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 
DISADVANTAGED, hereby referred to as the "Commission," and 
 
                 
 
                 
the COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR, designated pursuant to Chapter 427, F.S., to 
serve the transportation disadvantaged for the community that includes the entire area of 
 
        county(ies), and hereafter referred to as the "Coordinator." 
 
This Agreement is made in consideration of the mutual benefits to both parties; said consideration 
acknowledged hereto by the parties as good and valuable consideration. 
 
The Parties Agree: 
 
I. The Coordinator Shall: 
 

A. Become and remain totally apprised of all of the Transportation Disadvantaged resources 
available or planned in their designated service area.  This knowledge will be used to plan, 
coordinate, and implement the most cost effective transportation disadvantaged transit 
system possible under the economic and other conditions that exist in the designated service 
area. 

 
B. Plan and work with Community Transportation Coordinators in adjacent and other areas of 

the state to coordinate the provision of community trips that might be handled at a lower 
overall cost to the community by another Coordinator.  This includes honoring any 
Commission-approved statewide certification program that allows for intercounty 
transportation opportunities. 

 
C. Arrange for all services in accordance with Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, and Rule 41-2, 

FAC, and as further required by the Commission and the local Coordinating Board approved 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

 
D. Return any acquired profits or surplus funds originating through the course of business as the 

Coordinator that are beyond the amounts(s) specifically identified and approved in the 
accompanying Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan.  Such profits or funds shall be 
returned to the Coordinator's transportation system or to any subsequent Coordinator, as a 
total transportation system subsidy, to be applied to the immediate following operational year. 
The Coordinator will include similar language in all coordination contracts to assure that 
transportation disadvantaged related revenues are put back into transportation disadvantaged 
services. 
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E. Accomplish this Project by: 
 

1. Developing a Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for approval by the local 
Coordinating Board and the Commission.  Coordinators who are newly designated to a 
particular service area shall submit a local Coordinating Board approved 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, within 120 calendar days following the 
execution of the Coordinator's initial memorandum of agreement with the Commission, 
for approval by the Commission.  All subsequent Transportation Disadvantaged 
Service Plans shall be submitted and approved with the corresponding memorandum 
of agreement.  The approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan will be 
implemented and monitored to provide for community-wide transportation services for 
purchase by non-sponsored transportation disadvantaged persons, contracting social 
service agencies, and other entities that use local, state, or federal government funds 
for the purchase of transportation for the transportation disadvantaged.    

 
2. Maximizing the use of available public school transportation resources and public fixed 

route or fixed schedule transit services and assuring that private or public transit, 
paratransit operators, and school boards have been afforded a fair opportunity to 
participate to the maximum extent feasible in the planning process and in the 
development of the provisions of the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan for 
the transportation disadvantaged. 

 
3. Providing or arranging 24-hour, 7-day per week transportation disadvantaged service 

as required in the designated service area by any Federal, State or Local Government 
agency sponsoring such services.  The provision of said services shall be furnished in 
accordance with the prior notification requirements identified in the local Coordinating 
Board and Commission approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

 
4. Complying with all local, state, and federal laws and regulations that apply to the 

provision of transportation disadvantaged services. 
 

5. Submitting to the Commission an Annual Operating Report detailing demographic, 
operational, and financial data regarding coordination activities in the designated 
service area.  The report shall be prepared on forms provided by the Commission and 
according to the instructions of said forms. 

 
F. Comply with Audit and Record Keeping Requirements by: 

 
1. Utilizing the Commission recognized Chart of Accounts defined in the Transportation 

Accounting Consortium Model Uniform Accounting System for Rural and Specialized 
Transportation Providers (uniform accounting system) for all transportation 
disadvantaged accounting and reporting purposes.  Community Transportation 
Coordinators with existing and equivalent accounting systems are not required to adopt 
the Chart of Accounts in lieu of their existing Chart of Accounts but shall prepare all 
reports, invoices, and fiscal documents relating to the transportation disadvantaged 
functions and activities using the chart of accounts and accounting definitions as 
outlined in the above referenced manual. 
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2. Assuming the responsibility of invoicing for any transportation services arranged, 
unless otherwise stipulated by a purchase of service contract or coordination contract. 

 
3. Maintaining and filing with the Commission, local Coordinating Board, and all 

purchasing agencies/entities such progress, fiscal, inventory, and other reports as 
those entities may require during the period of this Agreement. 

 
4. Providing copies of finance and compliance audits to the Commission and local 

Coordinating Board as requested by the Commission or local Coordinating Board. 
 

 
G. Retain all financial records, supporting documents, statistical records, and any other 

documents pertinent to this Agreement for a period of five (5) years after termination of this 
Agreement.  If an audit has been initiated and audit findings have not been resolved at the 
end of five (5) years, the records shall be retained until resolution of the audit findings.  The 
Coordinator shall assure that these records shall be subject to inspection, review, or audit at 
all reasonable times by persons duly authorized by the Commission or this Agreement.  They 
shall have full access to and the right to examine any of the said records and documents 
during the retention period. 

 
H. Comply with Safety Requirements by: 

 
1. Complying with Section 341.061, F.S., and Rule 14-90, FAC, concerning System 

Safety; or complying with Chapter 234.051, F.S., regarding school bus safety 
requirements for those services provided through a school board; and 

 
2. Assuring compliance with local, state, and federal laws, and Commission policies 

relating to drug testing.  Conduct drug and alcohol testing for safety sensitive job 
positions within the coordinated system regarding pre-employment, randomization, 
post-accident, and reasonable suspicion as required by the Federal Highway 
Administration and the Federal Transit Administration. 

 
I. Comply with Commission insurance requirements by maintaining at least minimum liability 

insurance coverage in the amount of $200,000 for any one person and $300,000 per 
occurrence at all times during the existence of this Agreement for all transportation services 
purchased or provided for the transportation disadvantaged through the Community 
Transportation Coordinator.  Upon the execution of this Agreement, the Coordinator shall add 
the Commission as an additional named insured to all insurance policies covering vehicles 
transporting the transportation disadvantaged.  In the event of any cancellation or changes in 
the limits of liability in the insurance policy, the insurance agent or broker shall notify the 
Commission.  The Coordinator shall insure that contracting transportation operators and 
coordination contractors also maintain the same minimum liability insurance, or an equal 
governmental insurance program.  Insurance coverage in excess of $l million per occurrence 
must be approved by the Commission and the local Coordinating Board before inclusion in 
the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan or in the justification of rates and fare 
structures.  Such coverage may be provided by a self-insurance program established and 
operating under the laws of the State of Florida and written verification of insurance protection 
in accordance with Section 768.28, Florida Statutes, shall be provided to the Commission 
upon request. 
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J. Safeguard information by not using or disclosing any information concerning a user of 

services under this Agreement for any purpose not in conformity with the local, state and 
federal regulations (45 CFR, Part 205.50), except upon order of a court, written consent of the 
recipient, or his/her responsible parent or guardian when authorized by law. 

 
K. Protect Civil Rights by: 

 
1. Complying with state and federal laws including but not limited to laws regarding 

discrimination on the basis of sex, race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, or 
national origin.  The Coordinator gives this assurance in consideration of and for the 
purpose of obtaining federal grants, loans, contracts (except contracts of insurance or 
guaranty), property, discounts, or other federal financial assistance to programs or 
activities receiving or benefiting from federal financial assistance and agreeing to 
complete a Civil Rights Compliance Questionnaire if so requested by the Commission. 
  

 
2. Agreeing that compliance with this assurance constitutes a condition of continued 

receipt of or benefit from federal financial assistance, and that it is binding upon the 
Coordinator, its successors, subcontractors, transferee, and assignees for the period 
during which such assistance is provided.  Assure that all operators, subcontractors, 
subgrantee, or others with whom the Coordinator arranges to provide services or 
benefits to participants or employees in connection with any of its programs and 
activities are not discriminating against those participants or employees in violation of 
the above statutes, regulations, guidelines, and standards.  In the event of failure to 
comply, the Coordinator agrees that the Commission may, at its discretion, seek a 
court order requiring compliance with the terms of this assurance or seek other 
appropriate judicial or administrative relief, to include assistance being terminated and 
further assistance being denied. 

 
L. To the extent allowed by Section 768.28, Florida Statutes, and only to the monetary and other 

limitations contained therein, indemnify and hold harmless the Commission and all of the 
Commission's members, officers, agents, and employees; purchasing agency/entity officers, 
agents, and employees; and the local, state, and federal governments from any claim, loss, 
damage, cost, charge or expense arising out of any act, action, neglect or omission by the 
Coordinator during the performance of this Agreement, whether direct or indirect, and whether 
to any person or property to which the Commission or said parties may be subject, except that 
neither the Coordinator nor any of its sub-contractors will be liable under this section for 
damages arising out of injury or damage to persons or property directly caused or resulting 
from the sole negligence of the Commission or any of its members, officers, agents or 
employees; purchasing agency/entity, officers, agents, and employees; and local, state, or 
federal governments.  Nothing herein is intended to serve as a waiver of sovereign immunity 
by any agency/entity or Coordinator to which sovereign immunity may be applicable.  Nothing 
herein shall be construed as consent by a state agency/entity or political subdivision of the 
State of Florida or the federal government to be sued by third parties in any matter arising out 
of any Agreement or contract.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, pursuant to Section 768.28, 
Florida Statutes, no agency or subdivision of the state shall be required to indemnify, insure, 
or assume any liability for the Commission's negligence. 
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M. Comply with standards and performance requirements of the Commission, the local 
Coordinating Board approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, and any purchase 
of service contracting agencies/entities.  Failure to meet the requirements or obligations set 
forth in this MOA, and performance requirements established and monitored by the local 
Coordinating Board in the approved Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, shall be due 
cause for non-payment of reimbursement invoices until such deficiencies have been 
addressed or corrected to the satisfaction of the Commission. 

 
N. Comply with subcontracting requirements by executing or negotiating contracts for 

transportation services with Transportation Operators and Coordination Contractors, and 
assuring that the conditions of such contracts are maintained. The requirements of Part 1, 
Paragraph E.5. through M are to be included in all contracts, subcontracts, coordination 
contracts, and assignments made by the Coordinator for services under this Agreement. Said 
contracts, subcontracts, coordination contracts, and assignments will be reviewed and 
approved annually by the Coordinator and local Coordinating Board for conformance with the 
requirements of this Agreement. 

 
O. Comply with the following requirements concerning drivers and vehicles: 

 
1. Drivers for paratransit services, including coordination contractors, shall be required to 

announce and identify themselves by name and company in a manner that is 
conducive to communications with the specific passenger, upon pickup of each rider, 
group of riders, or representative, guardian, or associate of the rider, except in 
situations where the driver regularly transports the rider on a recurring basis.  Each 
driver must have photo identification that is in view of the passenger.  Name patches, 
inscriptions or badges that affix to driver clothing are acceptable.  For transit services, 
the driver photo identification shall be in a conspicuous location in the vehicle. 

 
2. The paratransit driver shall provide the passenger with boarding assistance, if 

necessary or requested, to the seating portion of the vehicle.  The boarding assistance 
shall include opening the vehicle door, fastening the seat belt or utilization of 
wheelchair securement devices, storage of mobility assistive devices, and closing the 
vehicle door.  In certain paratransit service categories, the driver may also be required 
to open and close doors to buildings, except in situations in which assistance in 
opening/closing building doors would not be safe for passengers remaining on the 
vehicle.  Assisted access must be in a dignified manner.  Drivers may not assist 
wheelchair up or down more than one step, unless it can be performed safely as 
determined by the passenger, guardian, and driver. 

 
3. All vehicles shall be equipped with two-way communications in good working order and 

be audible to the driver at all times to the base.  
 
4. All vehicles providing service within the coordinated system, shall have working air 

conditioners and heaters in each vehicle.  Vehicles that do not have a working air 
conditioner or heater will be scheduled for repair or replacement as soon as possible. 
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P. Comply with other requirements as follows: 

 
1. Transport an escort of a passenger and dependent children as locally negotiated and 

identified in the local Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 
 

2. Determine locally in the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan, the use, 
responsibility, and cost of child restraint devices. 

 
3. Transport with the passenger at no additional charge, passenger property that can be 

carried by the passenger and/or driver in one trip and can be safely stowed on the 
vehicle. Additional requirements may be negotiated for carrying and loading rider 
property beyond this amount.  Passenger property does not include wheelchairs, child 
seats, stretchers, secured oxygen, personal assistive devices, or intravenous devices. 

 
4. Provide shelter, security, and safety of passengers at vehicle transfer points. 

 
5. Post a local or other toll-free number for complaints or grievances inside each vehicle. 

The local complaint process shall be outlined as a section in the local Transportation 
Disadvantaged Service Plan including advising the dissatisfied person about the 
Commission's Ombudsman Program as a step within the process as approved by the 
local Coordinating Board. 

 
6. Provide out-of-service-area trips, when determined locally and approved by the local 

Coordinating Board, except in instances where local ordinances prohibit such trips. 
 

7. Keep interior of all vehicles free from dirt, grime, oil, trash, torn upholstery, damaged or 
broken seats, protruding metal or other objects or materials which could soil items 
placed in the vehicle or provide discomfort for the passenger. 

 
8. Determine locally by the local Coordinating Board and provide in the local 

Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan the billing requirements of the Community 
Transportation Coordinator.  All bills shall be paid to subcontractors within 7 calendar 
days after receipt of said payment by the Coordinator, in accordance with Section 
287.0585, Florida Statutes. 

 
9. Maintain or have access to a passenger/trip database on each rider being transported 

within the system. 
 

10. Provide each rider and escort, child, or personal care attendant adequate seating for 
paratransit services.  No more passengers than the registered passenger seating 
capacity shall be scheduled or transported in a vehicle at any time.  For transit services 
provided by transit vehicles, adequate seating or standing space will be provided to 
each rider and escort, child, or personal care attendant, and no more passengers than 
the registered passenger seating or standing capacity shall be scheduled or 
transported in a vehicle at any time. 

 
11. First Aid shall be determined locally and provided in the local Transportation 

Disadvantaged Service Plan. 
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12. Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation shall be determined locally and provided in the local 
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan. 

 
II. The Commission Shall: 
 

A. Recognize the Coordinator as the entity described in Section 427.011(5), Florida Statutes, 
and Rule 41-2.002(4), F.A.C. 

 
B. Attempt to insure that all entities with transportation disadvantaged funds will purchase 

transportation disadvantaged services through the Coordinator's system. 
 
III. The Coordinator and the Commission Further Agree: 
 

A. Nothing in this Agreement shall require the Commission to observe or enforce compliance 
with any provision thereof, perform any other act or do any other thing in contravention of any 
applicable state law.  If any of the provisions of this Agreement is found by a court of law to 
violate any applicable state law, the purchasing agency/entity will at once notify the 
Commission in writing in order that appropriate changes and modifications may be made by 
the Commission and the Coordinator to the end that the Coordinator may proceed as soon as 
possible with the provision of transportation services. 

 
B. If any part or provision of this Agreement is held invalid, the remainder of this Agreement shall 

be binding on the parties hereto. 
 

C. Termination Conditions: 
 

1. Termination at Will - This Agreement may be terminated by either party upon no less 
than thirty (30) days notice, without cause.  Said notice shall be delivered by certified 
mail, return receipt required, or in person with proof of delivery. 

 
2. Termination for Breach - Unless the Coordinator's breach is waived by the Commission 

in writing, the Commission may, by written notice to the Coordinator, terminate this 
Agreement upon no less than twenty-four (24) hours notice.  Said notice shall be 
delivered by certified mail, return receipt requested, or in person with proof of delivery. 
 Waiver by the Commission of breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver of any other breach and shall not be construed to be a 
modification of the terms of this Agreement, and shall not act as a waiver or estoppel 
to enforcement of any provision of this Agreement.  The provisions herein do not limit 
the Commission's right to remedies at law or to damages. 

 
D. This agreement will expire unless an extension is granted to the Coordinator in writing by the 

Commission, in accordance with Chapter 287, Florida Statutes. 
 
E. Renegotiations or Modifications of this Agreement shall only be valid when they have been 

reduced to writing, duly approved by the Commission, and signed by both parties hereto.
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 F. Notice and Contact: 
 

The name and address of the contract manager for the Commission for this Agreement is:  
Executive Director, 605 Suwannee Street, MS-49, Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450.  The 
representative/position of the Coordinator responsible for administration of the program under 
this Agreement is: 

                 
 
                 

 
In the event that either party designates different representatives after execution of this 
Agreement, notice of the name and address of the new representative will be rendered in 
writing to the other party and said notification attached to originals of this Agreement. 

 
This document has been reviewed in its entirety and approved by the local Coordinating Board at its 
official meeting held on      . 

 
          

Coordinating Board Chairperson 
 
 
WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed. 
 
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION   STATE OF FLORIDA, COMMISSION FOR  
COORDINATOR:      THE TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED: 
 
 
                
Agency Name      Typed Name of Authorized Individual 
       
Typed Name of Authorized Individual   Signature:       
 
Signature:       Title: Executive Director    
 
 
Title:       



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
COMMUNITY TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR (CTC) EVALUATION  
REQUESTED BY: 
Florida Commission for the 
Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

PREPARED BY:  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
CTC Evaluation 

  
BACKGROUND 
In accordance with Rule 41-2, F.A.C., an annual evaluation of the Community Transportation 
Coordinator (CTC) will be conducted by staff of the Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(MPO) and members of the Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged 
(LCB-TD). 
 
The following schedule is proposed: 
 
CTC EVALUATION TASKS DATE 

Request names of riders/beneficiaries to survey from CTC March 
Request information within the Evaluation Workbook from CTC March 
Collect names of riders/beneficiaries March 
Review CTC responses to Evaluation Workbook March 
Schedule vehicle inspections with the CTC March 
Discuss tasks with Volunteers March 
Review and separate names of persons to survey for Volunteers March 
Distribute rider/beneficiary survey materials to Volunteers March 
Review and provide contractor (provider) survey materials to Volunteers April 
Collect responses to rider/beneficiary surveys from Volunteers April 
Discuss Evaluation Workbook responses with CTC April 
Summarize rider/beneficiary surveys April 
Conduct On-Site inspections May 
Compile information to be included in CTC Evaluation Report May 
Develop Report May 
Discuss Findings and Recommendations with CTC May 
Finalize Report for LCB-TD  May 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5G 
 
 



 

Present Report to the LCB-TD June 3 
 
 
 
 
ISSUES 
The CTD requires that the CTC Evaluation be approved by the LCB-TD.  This report will be 
presented to the LCB-TD at the June 4, 2012 meeting for review. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 
None 
 
FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
None 
 



 

 
  

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION  
LOCAL COORDINATING BOARD  

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  
 

MEETING DATE: 
March 4, 2013 

DUE DATE: 
February 25, 2013 

UPWP#: 
5.9 

WORDING: 
LCB-TD VICE-CHAIR ELECTION  
REQUESTED BY: 
Florida Commission for the 
Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

PREPARED BY:  
Luke Lambert 

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING 
ACTION: 
NONE 

 
BACKGROUND 
Each year, the LCB-TD elects a Vice-Chair from its voting membership.  The Chair shall accept 
nominations for Vice-Chair, and if a quorum is present, the Vice-Chair shall be elected by a 
majority of the members present.  The Vice-Chair shall serve a term of one year, starting with 
the next meeting.  In the event of the Chairman’s absence or at his discretion, the Vice-Chair 
shall preside over meetings.  Presently, Werner Bols serves as Vice-Chair. 
 
ISSUES 
At the March 4, 2013 LCB-TD meeting, voting members should elect a Vice-Chair. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
RECOMMENDED ACTION 

a. Nominate and elect the LCB-TD Vice-Chairperson for 2013. 
 

FISCAL IMPACT 
N/A 
 
APPROVAL 
MPO 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
None 
 

ITEM NUMBER: 

5H 
 
 



 

 

Notes 
 



Aorido Commission fer lhe 

Transportation 
Disadvantaged 

Rick Scott 
Governor 

David Darm 
Chairperson 

Mike Willingham 
Vice Chairperson 

Steve Holmes 
Executive Director 

December 14, 2012 

Martin County Community Transportation Coordinator 
' MTM,Inc. 

759 South Federal Hwy., #311 
Stuart, FL 34994 20~2 

Dear MTM: I\,1ARTIN i\IPO 

Florida's Coordinated Transportation System was created through partnerships 
between local and state human service agencies and other local groups. Since 
the beginning, funding has been limited. It is apparent in today's economy that 
government is unable to meet the funding needs of the transportation 
disadvantaged. It is for these reason we MUST look for other innovative and 
creative solutions to provide these much needed transportation services. The 
Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged encourages the efforts of 
communities to create volunteer transportation programs to help meet the 
demand. · 

Volunteer transportation programs have proven to be successful and beneficial, 
in many areas of the state. They have contributed to the overall coordinated 
transportation system by providing a much needed service and worked as 
partners with our CTCs and other transportation providers. 

The Commission supports your efforts to continue to seek ways to improve 
transportation services for the citizens of Martin County. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Karen Somerset 
Assistant Director 
Administration and Operations 

JI 

cc: Beth Beltran, Martin Co. MPO 
Corrine Williams, St. Lucie CTC 
Jayne Pietrowski, FDOT District 4 

605 Suwannee Street, MS-49 ~Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450 
Phone: (850) 410.5700 ~Toll Free: (800) 983-2435 ~Fax: (850) 410-5752 

www.dolstate.fl.us/ctd 
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